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Practising Physician,
VRAPFE Pa. Office at bis residence, nearly
’ opposite Masonic Hall.

y j Y. WEBER, M.
6.

fW i3 \T
\ j Yy X l l \

Practising Physician,

110.00

T o ilet A rticles,

Sponges,
Chamois,

W. ROYER, N.

s at $4.44.

VANSBTJRG, r a . Office Honrs : U ntil «
a. m.; 7 to9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.

rs.

71 A. KBIXEN, M. I».,
Urn

>2 50.

3LLEGEVÌLLE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9

Homeopathic Physician,

I Tooth Powder,

to o th a ch e d rops;
V U I t T / . Drugs and Spices always in stock.

Save Y our P ou ltry by U sing Dr. H ess’ Pan-a-ce-a.

C u l b e r t ’s

: D ru g

Geo. F. Clamer,

Practising Physician,

CONTRACTOR FOR

VANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

Heating
Apparatus

Z. A N D E R S , I».

Practising Physician,

TEAPPE, PA.
Office Hours: 7 to 9 a. m., and 8 to 8 p.m.
Ill ’Phone, 8-x.
11-28

In Steam, Hot
W ater, and
Hot Air.

H. HAMER, M. D.,

Hiomeopathic Physician,
)LLEG*EVILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m.e Special attention
ren to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

OHN T. WAGNER,

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

pond Floor Shoemaker Building, Oor. Svrede
and Airy Sts., Norristown, Pa.
Lll legal business attended to with promptis ana aoouraoy. Consultations in English or
Tman.
Ian he seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
ejan.

U

M A IN

T extile Panam as are ju st th e th in g for littlfe
boys or girls-----

Attorney-at-Law,

work can be
set at lower
same wojk.
iresbers not
than other
Heebner 1 EO. W. ZIMMERMAN,
ring higher r

S T ., C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A .

•5): CHILDREN’S STRAW HATS.

'

k Notary P ublic. Settlement of Estates a
!peoialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
)fpioe : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
l Court House. R esidence : North Corner
irshall A Stanbridge Streets, NORR1SfWN. PA.

F ifty C e n ts

6 SWEDE STREET, (first steps above
Bambo House,) NORRISTOWN, PA.
i t Residence, OollegeviUe, every evening.

38 E ast M ain S treet,

F. W. Sdieuren’s

t a r v e v l . niiomo ,

Attorney-at-Law,

13025674

321 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N.
; Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
.......$ 500,000 frompt attention given to all legal business,
.......
150,000 actices in Stat6 and United States Courts,
1-10
. . . . . 2 ,000,000 -nkruptcy.

Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
cigars ana tobacco
alw ay80on hand.

....... 1,750,000
OSEPH S. KRATZ,
unty
.......
500,000

Attorney-at-Law,

REE

8TORICAL BUILDIN G, SW EDE AND
PENN STS., NORRISTOW N, PA.
i-8 Stephen Girard Building, 21, S. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. Telephone 8-66-Old.

n, Pa.

1DWIN 8. NYt’E,

ber

A

SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Keystone ’Phone No. 280.
inglish and German.

J

VINCENT POLEY,

* A R C H I T E C T ,
ROYERSFORD, PA.
Charges moderate. Correspondence soUolted.
5-8-5mos.
<

Q

Attorney-at- Law,

CHOPPING
i as Wheat
icked Corn,

6-9.

P. SPARE,

Contractor and Builder,
IRON BRIDGE, PA.
Contracts taken for the construction of all
kinds of buildings. Estim ates cheerfully furn
ished.
6aply.

JAYNE R. LONG8TRETH,

Attorney-at-Law,

and inspect
't notice.

d Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croser Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
gong Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
io member of the Montgomery County Bar.

TEKBERT U. MOORE,

1ER.

Attorney-at-Law,
, De k a l b

3.

street.

LLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
ids, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
:en. Conveyancing and Real E state busis generally attended to. The clerking of
ps a specialty.

OHN S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,
:HN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
per&l Business Agent. Clerking of sales atded co. Charges reasonable.

> W. WEIKEL,

».

’ru st

j Justice of the Peace,
TRAPPE, PA.

)Osit Co.,

20jan.

irges.

st o w n ,

P a.

OHN H. CASSELBERRY,

urveyor & Conveyancer,

aaid

Copper Cents
oe ltet, of U ,S.

i.11kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk■of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
le© : Evansburg, f»a.
18oc.

Btt.\

^R. FRANK BRANDRETH,

t,, Phll’a, Pa.

(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

LISH

PILLS

1y G en u in e ,
n d ies, u k Druggist

DENTIST,
)YERSFORD, PA. Practieal Dentistry a t
>
honest prices.

.’S ENGLISH

tallic boxes, sealed
io o th e r . R e fu s e
io n s a n d Iaaitajgist, or send 4 e . In
e , T e e ttm o n ia le
mtn i n letter, by re*
¡stimonials. Sold by
Mr G hem le a l G en
e, P H I L A ., P A *

TS

RKS wr0t€<
11 # &

I t (? .

nt Office*
D .C .

ILI» BOOK
Job Ruling,
erlng, Blank
Houses, given
iound and and
heaply. Estl-

Address,

Proprietor.

TRAPPE, PA.
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-23

F.

W . W ALTERS,

Contractor and Builder,
TRA PPE, PA.

TJ

S. G, FINHBINER,

ROYERSFORD, PA.
(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank of
Royersford, successor to David Springer.)
REAL ESTATE AND IN S U R A N C E ; Mu
tual and Stock Companies represented. M atur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed a t
established board rates. Special attention to
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
Loans. Notary Public.
*10-3.

P. BALDWIN,

N O R R IS T O W N , PA.

Disfigured Skin
Wasted muscles and decaying bones.
What havoc I
Scrofula, let alone, is capable of all that,
and more, i
It is commonly marked by bunches in
(fiie -neck, inflammations in the eyes, dys
pepsia, catarrh, and general debility.
It is always radically and permanently
cured by

Hood's Sarsapanlh i

Which expels all humors, cures all ernp
tions, and builds up t$e whole system,
whether young or old.
Hood’s P ills cur© liy e r Ills : th e n o r
only cathartic to take with Hood’s SarsapariUr-.

W h y A m e r ic a n s D r i n k .

"Pleasureable emotional excitement
is a great relaxer,” says a writer in
Ainslee’s. “Every kind of work is
liable to leave the muscles and nerves
tense and overdrawn. We often see
muscle tonus corrugating the brow,
rigidifying the face or attitudes and
showing that innervation impulses con
tinue to flow out from the nerve cen
ters after toil is over. We Americans
lack the very words gemutb and esprit,
and It Is very hard for us to entirely
forget the struggle for existence In so
cial intercourse. The careful studies of
Partridge and others show that the de
sire for this kind of unbending is one
of the chief causes that lead Ameri
cans to drink, because they have lost
the power to feel the normal exhilara
tion which inebriation stimulates. In
stinct points to this as a great boon,
and so it is sought over cups and glass
es in the conviviality that comes from
artificial stimulation. A little more rol
licking jollity, with jest and quip with
congenial friends, the tale, the song,
perhaps the quiet, harmless game that
does not* overtax the system—of all
this we have too little in our stern
American life, with its tendencies to
overtonicity and cramps of will and at
tention.”
Rata and Mice and Large Animals.

How many people are there who
know that elephants, rhinoceroses and
other large thick skinned animals have
AND CONVEYANCER.
formidable enemies in rats and mice?
Public Sales on Commission. LOANS, Fire
These small, rascally rodents have
and Life Insurance, rent and incomes collected,
estates managed and general business agent.
found that the feet of the elephant are
Property of every description FOR SA LE and
excellent eating and bore no hesitation
for rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
In gnawing at them when the animal
Collegeville, Montgomery Co., Pa.
12jy.
lies down,, when, owing to its confined
condition, it is not very well able to
YAINLENN EXTRACTING,
85 CENTS.
defend itself against its puny enemies.
Our Latest Improved Method.
To protect these vast creatures it is
necessary in most menageries to
Best Teeth, $5.0 0 found
keep terriers about the cages. These
little fellows very soon dispose of the
Gold Crowns, 5.00 pachyderm’s
tiny adversaries. It was
High Grade Work Only at
recently discovered in a well known
Reasonable Prices.
menagerie that the mice and rats had
TEETH WITHOUT PLATES» b’een very busy with the hide of a rhi
noceros. A Scotch terrier, Fanny, was
ESTIMATES FREE.
CLEANING TEETH, 50c. * put into the cage of the huge beast, and
in the first night she had-killed no few
Fitzgerald’» Dental Parlors, er than twenty-seven rats. In a few
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa. days there were no rats left to nibble
Open 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Sundays : 10 a. m. the hide of the poor rhinoceros. .
R .

Real Estate Broker,

to 1 p. m.

\R . S. D. CORNISH,

The Arabs of Syria.

DENTIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Hrst-class Workmanship Guaranteed : Gas
Ministered.
Prices Reasonable.

invention fort
ror free book, (

Contractor and Builder,

Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

Justice of the Peace,

.bout charge.

S . P O IiE Y ,

NORRISTOWN, PA.

91. ZIMMERMAN,

iring this imsave lots of

O n e D o lla r.

T E A C E Y , th e H a tte r ,

Attorney-at- Law,

d good will
i served.

[

Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
Branches. Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges,^_
Cottage Boilers, Gas and Gasoline Engines; Rider, —and Erricsson’s Hot Air Pumping Engines.

Attorney-at- Law,

IDWARD E. EONG,

: S to r e ,

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

1 B . H O R N IN G , n . I>.,

3A C E . W.

)R . B. F. PLACE,

Dentist,
3GR. MAIN AND DbKALB STREETS
• NORRISTOWN, PA.
oms 808 and 806. - Entrance, Main Street,
ystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

1 S, KOONS,

J•

y

SOHWENKSVILLE, DA.,

, Slater and Roofer,
id dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
one, etc. Estimates furnished. vVork eontoted at lowest prices.
lloet

pDWARD DAVID,
J
Fainter and

Paper-Hanger,
ÍLLEGEVILLE, p a .
Samples of paper
slwajs ou hand.

DOLLY ANDI—
AND GEORGE
By Leslie W. Quirk
Copyright, 1902, by the
S. S. McClure Company

§oiooOQo oOOo oOOooOOo oOOo opC

a. m.; 8 to 8 p. m.

Pa.

30 OCXJOOQOOoooo oooo oooo GO

T he
Farm ers’
H otel
Is a good place to 6top at when
when you visit Norristown. Ex
cellent accommodations at rea
sonable rates.

Steam H eat
E lectric L ight
Comfort and convenience in
every room in the big building,
and “ square” meals three times
a day. Every effort made to
please guests and make them
feel at home.

J. TJETSKB i B80., Proprietors

Among the Arabs of Syria a man
changes his name after the birth of
his eldest son, assuming the name
which has been bestowed upon the
heir, with the prefix Abu,, meaning
“father of.” Thus, if the son is called
Fudle Allah, “God’s Bounty,” the fa
ther will be henceforth known as Abu
Fudle Allah, “Father of God’s Bounty.”
In like manner the mother would be
come known as Em Fudle Allah, “Moth
er of God’s Bounty.” This custom is
not merely one of common speech, but
extends to all occasions and even to
legal documents. Still more strangely,
even when a man though married has
no son the courtesy of oriental soci
ety demands that he should be ad
dressed as Abu Salim or Abu Mah
moud, after as imaginary son whom
politeness confers upon him.
Far Worse.

“Alma and Clara have not spoken
since they took part in private theat
NORRISTOWN, PA.
ricals."
“I see; professional jealousy.”
Cor. Main & Barbadoes Sts.
’Phone 621.
“No; worse. Amateur.”—New York
Press.

I am not quite sure that I did pot
fall in love with her just to gpite
George. We were at a reception qqe
evening, and I ¡was smoking on the
front veranda,'When he came out for
a whiff of air. We fell to talking of
some of the ladies—that is, George
talked, and I agreed between puffs of
tfcy cigar. Presently he remarked in an
offhand manner:
“Deucedly fine girl, that Miss Dolly
Mayton!”
“Yes,” I assented absently.
After awhile he repeated his remark,
and I again agreed without great en
thusiasm. This seemed to make him
angry.
“Confound it^ man, don’t you know
she is the prettiest girl in there?”
I tried to soothe him. “Looks mighty
sweet with that pink rose in her hair,
doesn’t she?” I ventured.
He snorted indignantly. “That’s her
sister with the rose, you fool.”
Now, George irritates me. Other peo
ple call me a fool, and I don’t mind it
in the least, but George always sneers
in a fashion that suggests I lack even
more than brains. On this occasion I
decided to irritate George.
“My dear fellow,” I said patroniz
ingly—George hates to be patronized—
“I don’t believe you really know which
of the sisters is Miss Dolly, anyhow.”
I had my hand on his shoulder while
I spoke, and now I felt hitn quiver
suddenly with rage. Not minding it in
the least, I went on drawlingly:
“I think, on the whole, I know the
young lady as well as you. Now, I
swear she came to the reception with a
pink- rose in her hair. If you think
otherwise, you don’t know Miss. Dolly
Mayton.”
George actually choked' with rage.
“Not know her! -Why, man, I—I ex
pect that girl to be my wife some day.”
Tt took me a bit by surprise. I did
not wish Dolly to marry George. There

ene rose ana witnout a tremor oi em
barrassment took my arm.
“Dick,” she said kindly, “we were
Chutes together a few years ago. I
know you are able to explain this mat
ter.”
But" I couldn’t. A dozen times | bp*,
gan and stopped. At last, shame
and halting, I made a last start.
“Dolly,” I said, all unconscious bi
how I addressed her—“Dolly, you—yq\j
—know it was a mistake.”
I stopped short.
“A mistake about your saying that?**,
questioned Dolly.
“No-o,” I said slowly—"that is, you—>
I—well”— And I floundered hopelessly,
“You didn’t mean it? ’ persisted Doi
ly. She was shivering with the cool
night air.
“But I did,” I said quickly. It ought
to have been a noble lie, but somehow
there was no sacrifice. I should have
given my life just then to have said
it truthfully.
“Dick,” she said after a long silence,
“It is very dark here under the trees.”
“Yes; it is,” I said gloomily.
“And very cold.”
“Yes.”
“I don’t believe they could see us
from the house,” she went on.
“George is the only one who would
care to,” I said, my heart burning with
sullen rage.
“I—I don’t believe even he is look
ing.”
“Maybe not,” I remarked, turning to
ward her.
“Dick,” she pouted, “you are a fool
ish old dear. Can’t you see”—
The moonlight drifted through a rift
in the trees overhead, and a ray fell
upon her face. It met two pursed lips
and lingered there till a great fool in
his moment of wisdom blotted it out.
Then I plucked a pink rose, and after
she had twined It in her hair we went
in to seek George—poor ahap!
Their Relationship-

“There are some queer couples In the
W orld,” remarked a real estate agent
recently. “The other day a man and
woman called to see me about renting
g house. The woman did all the talk
ing and turned to the man for confir
mation or corroboration. He always,
agreed with her and did it very meek
ly.
“ 'Well,' said the woman, 'I’ll give
you $25 for the house. Won’t we,
John?’
“John—Yes.
“ ‘And I’ll pay my rent promptly too.
Won’t we, John?
“ ‘Yes.’
“ ‘And I’ll take good care of the
house. Won’t we, John?
“ ‘Yes.’
“ ‘And I’ll take it for three years.
Won’t we, John?’
“ ‘Yes.’
“ ‘But,’ I Inquired, as is usual in such
cases, ‘are you man and wife?’ v ,
“ ‘Man and wife!’ exclaimed the wo
man sharply. ‘Indeed we are not. Are
we, John?’
“ ‘No, my dear.’
“ ‘What?’ said I. ‘Not man and
wife?
“ ‘Not much!’ she retorted. ‘I’d have
you know, too, that in this family we
are wife and man. That’s so, Isn’t It,
John?
“And John meekly agreed.”—Boston
Advertiser.
A Lesson to th.e Inquisitive.

A train was just starting out from
King’s Cross when a shirt sleeved man
came rushing down the platform shout
ing: “Smith! Smith!”
A man in one of the last carriages,
which was a corridor one, heard the
shout and, being naturally curious, put
bis head out of the window. As he did
so
the man running along the platform
“ d o l l y , h e s a y s h e i s g o in g t o m a b b y
reached him and struck him a hard
_
YOU.”
was nothing against him, of course, blow in the face. By the time he had
but— “Am I to offer congratulations?” recovered from his surprise the train
was outside the station, so he at once
I asked.
“Not yet,” said George sturdily, summoned the car attendant,
“What kind of an outrage is this?’
George always sticks to the truth.
Now, I was foolish in my next re he demanded of the attendant. “Here
mark, I admit. His determination to am I, an innocent passenger, sitting In
marry Dolly had dazed me a bit. I this carriage just as the train pulls out
meant t6 make a light observation of the station. Suddenly some man
that would laugh away our little tiff, runs down the platform shrieking:
‘Smith! Smith!’ I look out of the win
so I said, very blithely:
“Oh, you merely have hopes. Is that dow, and he reaches up and almost
it? Well, some of the rest of us also knocks my head off. Now, I want to”—
“Pardon me,” interrupted the attend
have-hopes.”
I swear I never minded how it sound ant. “Is your name Smith?”
“No, it isn’t, and that is Just what
ed till George began to curse way
down in his throat. After that I was makes”,—
“Well, then, sir, what did you look
in no mood to explain. So it chanced
that when he asked, with fine sarcasm, out of the window for? There wasn’t
if I intended to marry Miss Dolly my anybody calling you, was there?”—
self I told him flatly that I did. A London Chronicle.
fool does such things Just to be, con
Cause of His Troubles.
trary.
A youth with an open, ingenuous
Before I could comprehend the situa countenance rose in a Christian En
tion George had me by the arm and I deavor. convention the other evening
was half way across the room. A mo and made the following speech:
ment later Miss Dolly, without a pink
“Dear friends, large ships that look
rose—I knew she never w ore. pink sound—and good—and—and seaworthy
roses—was smiling up into my sullen —are—sometimes found to be almost
face, and George was sneering at me ruined—almost, yes—almost—ruined—
loud enough for the girls to hear:
by—by shipworms. They honeycomb
“You see, Brown, Miss Dolly is not the heavy timbers—and—and although
the wearer of the pink rose in spite of the ship looks as if It might do great
your declarations.”
things for its masters—it—cannot. It
Dolly glanced up quickly, and I met —tt—has shipworms.
her eyes squarely. We had been play ■“Dear friends, it is just so with some
mates, Dolly and I, not so many years Christians. Outwardly a Christian may
before. I remember she told me once look like a fair ship. Dear friends, I
that she liked my brown eyes; that feel that often I am like the ship and
they were like a horse’s, dumb mirrors that I—that I—too—have shipworms.”
that revealed my every feeling. Now, —New York Times.
as she looked at me, she must have
Bird. Made a Sieve.
seen something in those same eyes, for
In the mountains of Tennessee a
she smiled reassuringly.
“I did wear the rose when I came,” stranger' came upon a man who was
she fibbed prettily to George, “but shoveling coal upon a wooden sieve.
Upon inquiry how on earth he got such
later gave it tef my sister.”
George swallowed once or twice in, a curious thing the old man replied:
“Stranger, I don’t think you’ll b’leeve
helpless stupidity. He knew very well
she was not telling the truth, and that me if I tell you.”
“Oh, yes, certainly,” said the man;
she should choose to lie when it would
disconcert him made him furious. He "I will believe you.”
“Waal,” said the mountaineer, “It
grew so red that I began to rack my
brain for “flrst’aids in apoplexy.” He war this way: About five years ago I
turned to me, and I tried to smile lived down on the side of the mountain
cheerfully to relieve him. Well, that; whar woodpeckers and other kind o’
slljy smile ended it all. He turned to birds is powerful thick. That ’ar thing”
her and blurted out like a great sfcool- —pointing to the sieve—“war my door
to my cabin. It ’ud mock any bird that
boy:
"Polly, he says he is going to marry; files. I’d jest sit thar some summer
evenin’ and jest move it, and every
you!”
Sometimes I am glad I was created a bird camq that war imitated.
“Howsumever, one day I left my
bit dull witted. George had fled, and
Dolly had blushed a dozen times before cabin to go huntin’ and went pream
I comprehended It all. Then the heat Win’ down the mountain. Waal, some
of the room stifled me. I turned about wind come along and made that ’ar
despairingly, ran my fingers through door imitate a woodpecker. First one
my hair and pulled at the collar that come and then a whole pile o’ the
critters. They lit In on the door, and
'was choking me.
At last I found my voice. “Miss- when I come It war Jest like you see
Jdayton,” I begged, “won’t you walk It.”
The man thanked him and moved on.
putaide with me, where I can explain
“I declar’,” said the mountaineer, “I
the whole horrible blunder ?”
She looked up at me half shyly, half don’t b’leevd he thought I war teliin’
gpgrlly, for a foil second. I bad almost the truth.” And he resumed shovel
despaired of gaining an audience, when ing coal.—New York Herald.

A Dampener.

A young man bashfully approached
a popular official a few days ago and.
said:
“Judge, I have come to ask your ad
vice. You have always been like a fa
ther to me, and I have now come to
you in a very important matter. I am
thinking of getting married”—
“Well, young man,” interrupted the
Judge, “if 'you are thinking of getting
married go do it right away. Don’t
wait, because the girl might not be
willing this time tomorrow.”
“But, you see,” protested the youth,
“I ’m afraid I’m not able to take care
of her.”
“Tut, tut,” deprecatingly retorted the
judge. ’‘Why, when I got marsied I
was twenty-one years old and $1,800
in debt.” .
“Is that so?” exclaimed' the other,
with happy encouragement gleaming
from his eye. “And I suppose you
must now be worth about”—
“And now,” concluded the Judge,
“I’m only $3,600 in debt.”
The young man has not yet married.
—Paducah (Ky.) Sun.
African Snakes.

The African cobra is regarded some
what reverently by the natives of that
country, who once a year kill a cobra
de capello and hang its skin to the
branch of a tree, tail downward. Then
all .the children born during the last
year are brought out and made to
touch the skin. This the parents think
puts them under the serpent’s protec
tion. The cobra de capello divides with
the horned viper of Africa the ques
tionable honor of being the “worm of
the Nile,” to whose venomous tooth
Cleopatra’s death was due.
The Kaffirs use the, venom of this
snake’s cousin, the puff adder, to poison their arrows, and when they have
any small quantity left they swallow
it, having a theory that it will protect
them from the bad effects of future
bites. The Snake tribe of the Punjab
say that the bites of snakes do ndt hurt
them, and if they find a dead serpent
they dress it in clothes and give it a
superb funeral.
A Simple Care For Earache.

“I am afraid I have greatly inter
fered with my own practice,” said a
celebrated aurist, “by giving the fol
lowing advice to many of my friends:
“At the first symptoms of earache
let the patient lie on the bed with the
painful ear uppermost.. Fold a thick
towel and tuck It around the neck;
then with a teaspoon fill the ear with
warm water.
“Continue doing this for fifteen or
twenty minutes. The water will fill the
ear orifice and flow over on the towel.
Afterward turn over the head, let the
water run out and plug the ear with
warm glycerin and cotton.
“This may be done every hour until
relief Is obtained. It is an almost in
variable cure and has saved many
leases of acute Inflammation. The wa
ter should be quite warm, but not too
hot.”—London Tit-Bits.
Gettlnar the Kin*’« Ear.

The gentle art of speeding a parting
guest is not newl The story from Hert
fordshire, as told in the “Victoria Coun
ty History” series, reveals the method
tried on King James I. Hunting had
taken the place of state affairs in the
monarch’s affections, and one morning
a favorite hound was missing. The dog
appeared the next day, bearing a mes
sage tied to his neck: “Good Mr. Jowler, we pray you speak to the king for
us (he hearing you every day and so
doth not us) that it will please his maj
esty to go back to London, for else the
country will be undone, all our pro
visions spent already.”
T h o n gh tle sN , Selfish.

Thoughtlessness of others is nothing
more than downright selfishness, which
is the curse of humanity. The man
who on leaving an elevated train
pauses at the head of the stairs to
light his cigar is selfish. He incom
modes all who are behind him. The
woman who insists on passing up or
down the stairs ahead of the eager
crowd, slowly, indifferent to the haste
of others, must be an awful thing at
home. He who pauses to tie his shoe
regardless of the interruption of traffic
is a brute in his family. I see all these
things a dozen times a day and wonder
what kind of lives such persons lead in
the family circle. One of the common
evidences of thoughtlessness is seen in
those who stand in the middle of the
sidewalk to chat while multitudes are
forced to deflect or make an offset in
order to pass them. The more I see of
men the greater Is my respect for
asses, dogs and mules.—New York
Press.
A Roman Dinner,

A Roman dinner. at the house of a
wealthy man consisted chiefly of three
courses! All sorts of stimulants to the
appetite were first served up, and eggs
were indispensable to the first course.
Among the various dishes we may in
stance the guinea hen, pheasant, night
ingale and the thrush as birds most in
repute. The Roman gourmands held
peacocks In great estimation, especial
ly their tongues. Macrobius states
that they were first eaten by Hortenslus, the orator, and acquired such re
pute that a single peacock was sold
for 50 denarii, the denarius being equal
to about eightpence halfpenny of our
money.—Chambers’ Journal.
No Need of Assistanee.

The father of the family had stepped
Into a bookstore to buy. a birthday
present for his fourteen-year-old son.
“What kind of book would you like?”
asked the salesman to whom he had
confided his purpose.
“Something that would be useful for
the boy,” was hia reply.
“Well, here Is a very good one on
‘Self Help.’ ”
“Self help!” exclaimed the father.
“Ben don’t need anything of that kind.
You’d ought to see him at. the dinner
table!”
Vanilla For Mental Weakness.

Vanilla, is one of the most powerful
restoratives known in cases of weak
ened vitality, when a-large dose is giv
en. South America in general shows a
much slighter tendency to madness
than any of the countries which may
be called civilized. Statistical authori
ties attribute this fact to the ignorance
and thoughtlessness of the population,
but they themselves give the credit to
vanilla. At the first sign of mental dis
turbance they ply 4he sufferer there
with.
_____;
________

How She Made a Profit7 A

In Paris a gentleman who is very
fond of fine paintings bought for 15,000
francs a work entitled “The Bride of
Abydos” and was congratulating him
self on becoming its possessor when he
suddenly remembered that his wife
disliked very much to see him spend
his money in this manner.
“How can I avoid a scene?” he asked
himself. “If I say that the painting
cost 15,000 francs, there will be an
awful time, and so I’d better say 7,000.
No; I’ll say 4,000.”
By this time he had reached home,
and when he saw his wife he told her
unblushlngly that he had just secured
a beautiful work of art for the nomi
nal sum of 3,000 francs. At this good
news she seemed more disconcerted
than pleased, but said nothing, and
the painting was hung up.
Next day the gentleman was obliged
to go to the south of France, and when
he returned after a week’s absence
his wife met him with a beaming coun
tenance and said: “I've done a good
stroke of business while you were
away. You know that painting you
bought for 3,000 francs? Well, I sold'
it yesterday for 4,500, a clear profit of
1,500 francs!”
Hard Lessons In Good Manners.

School chaff Is wholesome in most
cases, but it may cramp what should
not be cramped. As to the chaff which
a man gives and gets at a university,
however, we do not think there can be
two opinions. I t must do good, and it
has not the opportunity of doing harm.
Only those receive it who lay them
selves open to receive it. The quiet
man who wishes to read or to think
apart need hardly ever come into con
tact with his fellows unless he so
chooses. The swaggering or bump
tious man, the opinionated man, the
offensive man—these are certain to bq
chaffed, and the chaff usually goes
home; not at once perhaps, but it usu
ally gets there In the end with satis
factory consequences. The personal
remark may be rude, but rudeness is
often a very salutary weapon. It is
certainly one of the most valuable in
struments of English education. In
deed it may seem a strange thing to
say, :but it is surely true that contin
ued experience of calculated, formularized aud well lntentioned rudeness
teaches people to be polite.—London
Spectator.
S h iftin g th e R e s p o n s ib ility .

An Irishman who traded in small
wares kept a donkey cart, with which
he visited the different villages. On
one occasion he came to a bridge where
a toll was levied.
He found to his disappointment he
had not enough* money to pay it.
A bright thought struck him. He un
harnessed the donkey and put it into
the cart. Then, getting between the
shafts himself, he pulled the cart with
the donkey standing in it on to the
bridge.
In due course he was hailed by the
toll collector.
“Hey, man!” cried the latter.
“Whaur’s your toll?’
“Begorra,” said the Irishman, “just
ask the droiver.”
Ted and the Text«

The golden text for a certain Sunday
school was, “And the child grew and
waxed strong In spirit” (Luke 11, 40).
Little Ted’s hand went up like a
flash when the superintendent asked:
“Can any of these bright, smiling little
boys or girls repeat the golden text for
today? Ah, how glad it makes my
heart to see so many little hands go
up! Teddy, my boy, you may repeat It,
and speak good and loud that all may
hear.”
And they all heard this: “And the
child grew and waxed strong In spirit
like 2:40.”
A Well Satisfied Girl.

Vhe Doe and the Jackdaw.

In Savemake forest I once witnessed
a very pretty little scene. I noticed a
doe lying down by herself in a grassy
hollow, and as I passed her at a dis
tance of about fifty yards It struck me
as singular that she kept her head so
low down that I could only see the top
of it on a level with her back. Walk
ing round to get a better sight, I saw
a jackdaw standing on the turf before
her, very busily pecking at her face.
With my glass I was able to watch her
movements very closely. He pecked
round her eyes, then her nostrils, her
throat and in act every part of her
face, and, Just as a man when being
shaved turns his face this way and
that under the gentle guiding touch of
the barber’s fingers and lifts up his
chin to allow the razor to pass beneath
It, so did the doe raise and lower and
turn her face about to enable the bird
to examine and reach every part with
his bill. Finally the daw left the face
and, moving round, jumped on the
deer’s shoulders and began a minute
search in that part. Having finished
this, he Jumped on to 0ie head and
pecked at the forehead and round the
bases of the ears,. The' pecking done,
he remained for some seconds sitting
perfectly still, looking very pretty with
the graceful red head for a stand, the
doe’s long ears thrust out on either
side of him.—Birds and Man.
A m a io n A n t G ard en s.

Dr. E. Ule contributes to Engler’s
Jahrbuch (supplement 30) some inter
esting observations on “ant gardens”
in the Amazon region, where they
abound on a large number of goody
plants. They are generally spherical in
form and about the size of a walnut.
They ax-e formed by several species of
ant, which appear to collect the seeds
of many different plants and to sow
them in these nests, covering up the
seedlings wifh humus when they begin
to germinate. In the structure of thesq
“ant epiphytes” the foliage and the
roots display characters which espe
cially adapt them for the situation in
which they grow and promote also the
protection of the ants themselves in
their nest Quite a number of the
epiphytes were found as denizehs of
the ant gardens and nowhere else.
The Biggest Not the Beat.

A New York dealer who has han
dled shiploads of fruit said recently:
“It is often amusing to see men, wom
en and children picking out, as they be
lieve, the choicest fruit at the market
stands. If there are a half a dozen
large oranges within sight, they will
have them, even if It is necessary to
overturn all the rest in the box pr baarel, 'and this is true with most all other
varieties that are sold by the piece of
dozen. They invariably get the poorest
specimens of the whole crop and yet
are not aware of It. Very rarely you
will find a person who is a good judge
who will at'once size up the heaviest
Oranges, lemons or bananas, regardless
of size, and they capture the choicest
fruit.”
■ ■'________ '
Why Two Ears Are Necessary.

Sound travels by waves radiating
from a central point of disturbance,
just as waves radiate when a stone Is
dropped into still water. So far as the
hearing of each Individual is concerned
these waves move in a direct line from
the cause of the sound to his ear, the
impact being the greatest in the ear
nearest to the source. This being the
case, a person who has totally lost the
sense of hearing in one ear, although
he may imagine that the defect Is of
little consequence, cannot locate the di
rection of a sound to save his life, even
when the center of disturbance is quite
near him.
A Literary Light.

A ehort time ago a well known writ
er of London, remembering that he had
never read the noncanonical books,
went out in search of a copy and in
one bookshop after another drew
blank. At last he went to his owe par
ticular newspaper shop, which also
dealt in Bibles and light literature.
"Have you the Apocrypha?” he asked.
For a moment the young woman be
hind the counter was puzzled; then,
brightening, she said, “Is it a weekly
or a monthly?”

At an old fashioned revival meeting
the minister approached Minnie, who
was only ten years old, and urged her
to go forward to the “mourners’ bench”
for prayers, as many of her young
friends had done.
“No, thank you,” said Minnie, hold
ing back.
"But why?’ questioned the minister.
“Don’t you want to be born again?”
When the Byes Stick.
"No,” replied Minnie. “I’m afraid I
Inflammation of the conjunctiva, or
might be bom a boy next time!”—
membrane which shields the *front of
Brooklyn Life.
the eyeball from the air and takes the
rub of the eyelids, Is indicated by the
The Giant Squid.
Undoubtedly the giant squid has fre glued state of the eyes in the morning
quently been mistaken for a sea ser and more especially by their bloodshot
pent. In all qualities which can ren condition, the vessels being bright red
tier a marine monster horrible this in color and winding about in great ir
huge and frightful mollusk may be regularity, with no discernible order or
plan.
B ald to compare favorably with any
Creature of fact or fiction. When full
Wormy.
grown, It weighs 10,000 pounds, having
Shopkeeper (to kteall child, who has
ta. body fifty fet long and two arms
each 100 feet in length, as well as brought back a recent purchase)—
What’s the matter with the cheese,
eight smaller tentacles.
my dear?
Small Child —Please, father says
Enough to Settle It.
A wag after having witnessed an un when he wants any bait for fishing he
usually villainous performance of can dig ’em up in our back garden.—
•’Hamlet” remarked: “Now Is the time London King.
to settle the Shakespeare-Bacon con
What “Port Your Helm” Means.
troversy. Let the graves of both be
In this country the helm is put to the
Hug up and see which of the two turned
port side of the ship (or left hand side
over.”
looking forward) at the order, “Port
It Went Off.
your helm!” The rudder of course goes
Mrs. O.—I wonder where in the wofld to starboard, and the ship’s head moves
the alarm clock has gone? I saw it on to starboard. This is the rule of most
the table yesterday.
nations, but in Sweden the reVerse is
Mr. C.—It was there yesterday, but the rule.
I heard it going off this morning.
The Way to Catch a Porcupine.
The porcupine climbs the tree as
Snfferlnar.
■To suffer an hour with and for one readily as a squirrel would, provided
we love brings us nearer in spirit to you don’t slip up and cut his tail off
him than many years of Joyous com while he is going up. Somehow or oth
panionship, for only in sorrow does the er he can’t climb the tree without his
tail, and he won’t come down without
heart reveal itself.
i t If you catch one of these porcu
pines climbing a tree and chop his tail
The World am We Find It,
off, he Will stop right where he is and
Fudd—This is a hard world.
will stay there until he starves to
Dudd—And yet everybody is looking death
unless he is taken away.
for soft places in it.—Boston Tran
script.
Figuratively Speaking.
“Well,*’ said young Graftsky, “I’ve
Our Lack.
soldiered half of the afternoon, and I
“What is the national air of this guess I might as well round I t out by
country?” asked the foreigner.
loafing the- other half.”
“This is a republic and therefore has
“Yes,” said his friend, J. Wise, Jr.,
ito national heir,” replied the native.— “but the rounding out will be a lot
Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.
easier than squaring yourself with the
boss afterward.”—Los Angeles Herald.'
A Chinese compositor needs a type
The Home Ruler*.
case at least sixty feet long and has to
Mrs. Krank—Yes; I ’m fond of pets. I
walk about twenty-five miles a day
have fi've cats and four dogs that just
up and down i t
rule my house.
Mrs. McCall—Ah I I’ve often heard of
When we get what we want, we do
not enjoy It as much as we had antici “reigning cats and dogs.” These must
be the ones.—Philadelphia Press.
pated.—Atchison Globe.
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E v e ry

T h u rsd a y .

So far as our information extends just now, there are no
ping-pong tables in this immediate vicinity; so there is an
element of mystery associated with Colonel Reifsnyder’s
recent reference to a quiet political pow-wow on West Main
street, borough of Collegeville. Perhaps Colonel Fetterolf
knows something about it.

Two changes among the newspapers of Philadelphia took
C O LLEG EVILLE, MONTG. CO., PA. place Monday. The Public Ledger, for many years a promi
nent institution, was merged with the Philadelphia Times,
and
the price reduced to one cent, and the Philadelphia
. . . . E. S. MOSER, EDITOR and PR O PR IE T O R ........
Press, which, with the Ledger, was the only remaining twocent paper in the city, will hereafter be. sold for one cent.
T H U R S D A Y , A U G . 14=3 190 2 .
The Ledger will issue a Sunday edition, price 2 cents.
K in g E dw ard * V II was crowned King of England,

Saturday.

WASHINGTON LETTER. on hand, the treasury would be far
.From Our Regular Correspondent.

T h a n k s to Congressman I. P. Wanger for report of the

Twelfth Census; Population, part two.
T h e political cards of Charles A .- Ambler, of Abington,
for the Assembly, and Samuel Yeakle, of Whitemarsh, for
Recorder of Deeds, both subject to Republican rules, will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

At a meeting of the Democratic Conferees of Bucks and
Montgomery counties at Doylestown, Tuesday, Charles
Edward Ingersoll, of Penllyn, Montgomery county, was
nominated for Congress to represent the Eighth district.
The nominee is reputed to be veil qualified to discharge the
duties of a Congressman.
N u m er o u s Posts have endorsed Adjutant General Stew

a rt’s candidacy for National Commander of the Grand Army
of the Republic, and there seems to b e , sufficient reason to
believe that he will, win the distinguished honor to which he
aspires. The General has been very popular, and deservedly
so, in Grand Army circles for a number of years past.
E d it o r S a y l o r , of the Pottstown Blade, has a just and
true grievance against the present hoary-headed High Sheriff
of Montgomery county. We expect at some future time to
reprint Editor Saylor’s general bill of indictment, together
with a few observations. In the meantime the following,
from the Blade, may be digested by the public: “Economi
cal John, of Willow Grove, was in town last week. He didn’t
stay long because he didn’t have bis supper with him.” That
.will do for the present..
N
T h e national government does some things with a lavish
hand, and yet Philadelphia is not altogether satisfied: I t ap
pears that up to last year Congress had appropriated $7,539,000 for deepening and widening the channel and removing'tbe
islands in the Delaware river. All of this sum, except
$25,000, has been granted since .1874. The operations have
involved the handling of 13,025,000 cubic yards of material
from the river bottom, while 21,605,000 cubic yards addi
tional were raised and hauled away in the work of removing
the harbor islands.
W id e s p r e a d d r o u g h t has reigned supreme for eight

years in Australia and the great island continent is very near
to actual ruin. In New South Wales more than 20,000,000
sheep have perished in this period for lack of water and herb
age, in Queensland 7,000,000 and in Victoria 2,000,000. The
export of wool in 1891 was valued at $55,000,000 ; last year it
was less than $35,000,000. The pastoral products of Aus
tralia are the chief basis of its prosperity. Its exports of
these are more than two and a half times those of all other
commodities, including silver and coal. The death of sheep
arid horned cattle in large numbers by starvation continues
daily, and many great landholders and squatters whose
wealth had been reckoned in the hundreds of thousands of
pounds sterling have given up the effort to' maintain their
herds. Sheep are slaughtered by the thousand, merely to
save the value of the hides.
T h e last vestige of despair vanishes as we read of the
recent visit of Editor Thomas, of the Bristol Gazette, to a
real live, up-to-date camp-meeting in the vicinity of Perkasie,
Bucks county. That he was chaperoned and tenderly cared
for while drinking in words of wisdom and admonition by
Editor Meredith of the Central News, whose cleanly shaven
Bryanic face is a benediction upon saints and sinners, is an
additional reason why our mind should rejoice under the
bright and penetrating rays of a newly discovered hope, and
bid all forebodings d e p a rt! Sure enough, that was & rare
combination of wit, literary acumen and irony at a camp
meeting, and we expect considerable good to roll along in the
unfoldment of tim e ; for the mellowing influence of earnest
exhortations and the music that makes timber-land reverber
ate may well be expected to lessen some of the future edi
torial fury splurging about over in Bucks county. The
dawning of ,a bright hope encourages exhilaration and deals
pessimism a solar pelexis blow.

I t is reported that Wm.'P. Young, Esq., of Pottstown,
has clothed himself in the habilaments of political warfare to
do battle for Hon. Wm. D. Heebner, candidate for State Sen
ator, and that there is to be a reverberating and earthquaking
contest at the coming primaries in- the ipetropolis of the up
per end. Furthermore, the information has been promul
gated that Mr. Young is in close cqmmunication with our
townsman, Colonel Fetterolf, a past master in affairs political,
in the furtherance of the plans of a recent com bination, which
also includes a notable politician of the Pennypacker region
of the Perkiomen Valley. The other candidates for State
Senator, including Mr. Roberts of Lower Merion, of course,
will have to closely look after their fences in the region lying
north and west of the Perkiomen river, and our own “Abe”
of Pottstown will have to roll up his sleeves higher than ever
and lay hold of the handle of his political battle axe with re
newed and increased vigor, if Mr. Heebner is not to corral
the delegates of the upper end. By the way, since this is to
be the people’s year in politics, why not give all the people—
where dou bt exists as to the preponderance of sentiment in
relation to two or more candidates—an opportunity to see
and hear the aspirants in a public manner? Why not, for
instance, ask the candidates for State Senator to hire the
Opera-House in Pottstown arid bid them appear before the
footlights and tell the story of "their ambition to the people,
instead of hobnobbing- with opposing leaders of factions and
preparing to bawl loudly if the other fellow wins out in the
end. Any man, fitted to fill a seat in the State Senate should
be able to talk to the public, face to face, and demonstrate
his fitness, at least in comparison with the other candidates*
Pottstown, like many other places,, needs less curbstone,
back-alley politics, and more rational, intelligent and opento-all political action. Let thè candidates be heard before
the people ! Private campaign seances, factional in char
acter, are simply preludes to squealing matches.

D. C., Aug. 7,1902.
—The most serious problem which
has confronted the administration
since Congress adjourned, is now
being considered by the State and
Treasury Departments and will
doubtless be laid before the Presi
dent at an early date. It is the loan
of 139,000,000 which Cuba proposes
to negotiate. By a distinct and un
equivocal provision of the Platt
Amendment Cuba is prohibited to
“contract or assume any public
debt, to pay the interest upon which
and to make reasonable sinking
fund provisions for the ultimate dis
charge of which, the ordinary rev
enues of thé island, after defraying
the current expenses of the govern
ment, shall be inadequate. ” While,
from the standpoint of the United
States the Platt Amendment has
been made a part of the Cuban con
stitution, there have already been
murmurs against such an interpre
tation of the facts in the Cuban Con
gress and now that body has taken
steps to negotiate the loan referred
to without consulting this Govern
ment in the matter, nor is there
any indication that the Cuban au
thorities are in a frame of mind to
brook interference from this country.
That the Cuban revenues at this
date warrant the negotiation of a
loan of such proportions no well in
formed person believes. On the
other hand, it is believed in Cuba,
that the failure of the Fifty-seventh
Congress to pass the Cuban reci
procity measure is responsible for
the threatened deficit in the Cuban
treasury and for the inadequateness
of Federal receipts. Under these
circumstances, the government of
the United States finds itself in a
very delicate position. Further
complications arise from the fact
that, as stated by one of the diplo
mats in Washington, the sanction of
the loan, even though it be a tacit
sanction, by this government, will
be regarded by investors, particu
larly by foreign investors, as a vir
tual guarantee of the loan. If this
Government protests against the
loan, it is more than doubtful if the
proposed bonds can be floated. And
still again, if the bonds cannot be
floated, the Cuban treasury will be
left in a deplorable condition, the
children must go without schooling
and the planters, who it is stated
will receive material assistance pro
vided the loan is negotiated, will
become, bankrupt and untold dis
order may result. A portion of the
loan is to be devoted to payment of
the soldiers who servedCubà in her
struggle with Spain. That they
should be paid is a natural conclu
sion on the part of the Cuban au
thorities. The United States has
been held up to them as a model of
all that is good and great and to
day, thirty-seven years after the
Civil War, the United States is pay
ing pensions to a million ex-soldiers
of that war while a few pensioners
from the wars of the Revolution and
Mexico are still on the rolls. Natur
ally, Cuba believes it to be her
duty, even to the extent of-mortgag
ing her future, to pension those who
served her in her struggle for
liberty. .
It is, at this writing, impossible
to predict what action will be taken
by the administration. The State
Department has attempted to shift
all responsibility to the Treasury
Department, but in the absence of
Secretary Shaw, it is impossible to
tell whether he will be willing to
assume that responsibility. At all
events, the ultimate decision will
doubtless rest - with the President
and he will, presumably, depend
largely on the advice of Secretary
Root in the matter. The facility
with which the Cuban Senate has
passed the bill, the promptness
with which a House committee has
reported it favorably, and the fact
that the chief officials of this govern
ment are absent from Washington,
suggests the possibility that oppo
sition from the United States was
anticipated and an effort made to
rush the legislation through before
that opposition could take action.
The fact that considerable alarm
is felt by the officials of the Treasury
Department over the financial show
ing of the country can no longer be
concealed. That the facts warrant
the sensational stories sent out by
correspondents whose papers are
opposed to the administration, is not
true. Nevertheless the most care
ful figuring fails to show the finances
of the Government in an encourag
ing light. The deficit for the month
of July was $7,507,876, and by multi
plying that sum by twelve, for the
months of the fiscal year, the cor
respondents referred to arrive at
the startling story that the deficit
for the year will amount to $90,000,r
000, which would practically wipe
out the present surplus. Such a
deficit is not expected by those in a
position to know, however, but
what they do fear is that there will
be gradually growing deficits until
the total for -the year may amount to
a little less than half that sum.
While, with a surplus t>f $45,000,000
W ashington ,

from bankrupt, such a reduction
would entail the withdrawal from
the banks of a portion of the funds
deposited therein, which now
amount to $126,500,000, and a consé
quent tightening of the money mar
ket which will inevitably prove
inimical to the business interests of
the country. The receipts and ex
penses for August and September
will be watched with the keenest
interest, for it is conceded they will
be indicative of the receipts and
disbursements for the year.
The National Retail Butchers’
and Meat Dealers’ Protective Asso
ciation is holding its ninth annual
convention in Washington this week
and has adopted resolutions recom
mending that the Government elim
inate the duty on live stock, or
modify it to such an extent as will
prevent its being prohibitive of the
importation of cattle and live stock
during periods of extreme high
prices. These delegates whom ÿour
correspondent has talked with dis
claim any political intention in the
resolutions adopted and state that
they are impelled by business rea
sons to demand legislation which.is
necessary to their success. They
are not agreed as to just how much
duty should be removed, but ask
that all, or so much as is necessary
to bring the price of meat within
“ reasonable limits,” be removed.
A further request of the Association
'is directed to state authorities and
asks that they establish public
abattoirs where, on payment of a
proper fee, retail butchers may
slaughter their own cattle. A vote
of thanks to the Attorney General
for his proceedings against the beef
trust and a resolution recommend
ing that bounties be paid eastern
cattle raisers were also passed.
D E F E N S E O F T H E O N IO N .

“ the

rose among, roots ” fin d s

eloquent. For instance, if you want
to crush your neighbor who regards
your dish of onions with a super
cilious eye, just ask him if he
knows that the onion is cadled “ the
rose among roots. ” Ask him if he
knows that “ without it "there, would
be no gastronomic art,”* that “its
presence lends color and bliss
to the most modest dish, its absence
reduces the rarest dainty to hope
less insipidity and the diner to dispair. ” It is quite possible that your
haughty neighb’or may decline to
follow this hint and show signs of
being plunged into dispair pending
the addition of onions to. his own
menu. The anti-onionist is a stiff
necked party.

CLOTHING PRICES
JU L Y continued
THE CRASH inFOR
of

R isks w ith
Your Byes.

Men’s Fine Flannel, Gray Serge and W orsted
a n d L r N 'E I S r S U I T S .

Summery

If your sight blurs at times
or the eyes become tired easily
there’s something wrong.

*** is

It costs little to help the
eyes if done in time.
We examine the eyes in a
careful manner without charge.
We can give you the correct
lenees, mounted in any manner
desired.

O N E R O W O F C O R N 25
M IL E S LONG

J. D . S a l l a d e ,
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0

0

, 0

0

0
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The following are strong, cultivated plants *
Doz. 50 100 1000
.06 .20 .30
Giant Pascal,
.06 .20 .30
Schumacher,
.06 .20 .30
Golden Heart,
.06 .20 .30
Perfection Heartwell,
Winter Queen,
.06 .20 .35
.06 .20 .85
Fin De Siecle, .
Mitchell’s Many Heart, .06 .20 .35
White Plume (crop short).08 .25 .40
Golden Self Blanching,
.08 .25 .40
(crop short),
LATE CABBAGE PLANTS.
Sorehead, Drumhead,
and Flat Dutch,
06 .20 .30
Late Stonebead and Drum
head Savoy,
.08 .25 .40
Late Ked Beet Plants,
.06 .20 .30
All ather plants in season.

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
2 50
2.50

2.00

We have FRESH STOCKS of TURNIP,
WINTER RADISH, and other GARDEN
SEEDS for timely planting.
All orders by mail, and those left
with the Collegeville Bakers, will receive
prompt attention.
4-8.

purchase the Patent Guaranteed
Window Screens from us. They are
simple to handle, nice to look at, and rea
sonable In price. Screens to fit any window,
all sizes, the prices are 15 cents. The Doors
we show you, complete, for $1.00, with
spring binges, books, knobs, etc., bother
these little fellows to get-in.
Yon Know the Old Saying :
“ Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.”
Well, we all have crowns to our heads, and
the only way to
Prevent the Uneasiness
is always to sleep on one of our hair spring
mattresses. They are in such demand that
they will never run out. It Is here, made by
Dougherty. Guaianteed by us as well as
him to be perfectly odorless, clean and of the
very best material. Ask for the prices. The
mattresses we show you for $3.50 is the one
generally asked $4.00 to $4.50 in other stores.
Hand-Made Furniture.
Our beautiful furniture is perfect in every
detail. I t is hand-made where it can be
safely done in that fashion. Quite a nice
assortment here of the best goods that can
be made. This new department offers you
these goods at prices under the ordinary.
$1.75, $2.25, $3.50, and in other stores you
will find they ask more.
Getting It Down. We make a speci
alty of having everything in the hardware
line, and we’Jl get anything down you may
want. Nails, screws, binges, locks, bolts,
nuts, cuttlery, tools, glass, wire rope. Wbefi
you come in we locate your wants without
delay and supply the goods—and they’re
good, too.
The Baby Spoons we are giving away
are here ready for those who have registered.
Please call for them.

Horace Rimby, H . E . E l s t o n ,
58 and 60 East Main Street,

COLLEQSYIIiIiS, « * PENNA.

NORRISTOWN. PA.

JTCST THINK
$3.95 buys sa lt
valued at I i .5 0
$5.95 buy» suit
valued at $9.50, $9.00
$7.50 buys suit
valued at $10.00, $12.00
And at H air Price.
We w ill close out onr
entire lin e of- Men’s Fine
Crash and Linen Units.

Children’s Wash-Suits
included in this sale.
These are bargains
and uinst be seen to be
appreciated.
The early buyer gets
first choice.

1 6 E a s t M a i n S t.,

2 2 .4

LOOK! 1

The onion is one of those strenu
ous vegetables about which one
cannot be indifferent. One either
yearns for it with a passionate longor else utterly repudiates it and
everbody Vho nas any trafficking
with it. If one never had to take
one’s onions at second hand, it
would not be so bad. If the law
would only set apart one day a
week for the consumptton of onions
and forbid it under/ the penalty of
fine and imprisonment—preferably
imprisonment—at all / times, it
would be a boon to the world.
The onion hater would at least know
when to take to the woods and how
long to say there.
As for banishing the onion from
the kitchen, that would be crime.
There have been poets who have
sung its prises, but perhaps some
of the prose rhapsodies are just as

LOOK!

SOLID GOLD GLASSES
$ S .O O .

s
8
8

TheJeweler

L IL L IA N LANZ, Optician,
211 DbKALB STREET,

The EGGS

• OF-

i1
PINTS, QUARTS and HALF
GALLONS. ALSO

8

Call and See Onr $12.00
ft
Buggy Harness.
We are Headquarters for all kinds
of Hardware, Tools, Paints,
Oils and Glass.

81
8i t

CLEARING SALE

it
it
8

m
m JAR TOPS

N O R R IS T O W N , F a 8
which gome coffee
MSRg
roasters use to glaze their
coffee with—would you ea t
that kind of eggs? Then
why drink them?

it

11
8
n
8
8 RUBBERS. it:
8
8
it
m
it
8
8i t
1m
ii t
m
Im The H, H, Benjamin Co. i
1.
t*
8

We still harp on the ability of our gradu
ate optician, and the more we harp the
busier we get.
May be it is not all in tbe good work we
do, hut the price may have something to do
with it.
In August only do we make the price
$5.00 for any prescription with the solid
gold frames.

Gel Lanz,

W E HAVE A LARGE
STOCK OF

207 BRIDGE ST.,

P h œ n îx ïille * x P e n n a ,
'PHONE 12.
J. P. Stetler, Manager.

8
it
8
it

!8

*1

. Lion Coffee
k has no coating of storage eggs,
■
glue, etc. It’s coffee—pure,
E sk unadulterated, fresh, strong
and of delightful flavor
and aroma.

I

2.25 M ain Street,
and Springer’s Block,

H S H L

FOE

-^(BICYCLES 14?

Goods

G E O . F . C L A M E R ,■ —They qu

—GO TO —

at prices that make them make
room for more goods of the
same kind, and help to keep
business right up to par at

— DEALER IN —

I —Until tb<
pendicularit’
poise.
I —“How d
Itreet, ” Phil
1 —Observe«
HOUSE FURNISH ING I —And “tb
Ic City,” ,
::: GOODS :::
-Re marke
I —Now jus1
sent on the
I now have the agency for the following
well-kDown wheels at very low prices :
Then all
ie happy.
NIAGARA, AT $15.0«.

HARDW ARE

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies,

SPRING AND SUMMER
DRESS GOODS, with laces
and trimmings to delight the
ladles ; as well as Lawns,
Dimities and Ginghams, of
approved patterns.

IDEAL, AT $18.00.
IMPERIAL, AT $25.00.
[—Mrs. E.
RAMBLER, AT $30.00.
fhia, and Mis
CLEVELAND, AT $30.00.
It you are in need of a wheel call and se«P.a ’ v is ite d
my Spring Stock now ready.
V 1C6 *a s “ wei

FO R T H E IR A P PR O V A L OR R E JE C T IO N B Y T H E
G EN ER A L ASSEM BLY OF T H E COM MONW EALTH OF
PE N N SY L V A N IA , P U B L ISH E D BY ORDER O F T H E
SECRETARY O F T H E COM MONW EALTH I N PURSU
A N CE O F AR TICLE X V III O F T H E CONSTITU TION .

A JO IN T RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to section ten of arti
cle one of the Constitution, so th a t a discharge
of a ju ry for failure to agree or other necessary
cause shall not work an-acquittal.
Section 1. Be it resdlved by the Senate and
House of Representatives of tne Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met,
T hat the following be proposed as an amend
ment to the Constitution; th a t is to say, th a t
section ten of article one, which reads as follows:
“NO person shall, for any indictable offense,
be proceeded against criminally by information,
except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service,
in time of war or public danger, or by leave of
the court for oppression or misdemeanor in
office. No person shall,--for the same offense, be
twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall
private property be taken or applied ,to public
use, without authority of law and without ju s t
compensation being first made or secured, ’ be
amended so as to read as follows:
No person shall, for any indictable offense, be
proceeded against criminally by information,
except in cases arising in the land or naval
forces, or in the militia, when in actual service,
in time of war or public danger, or by leave of
the court for oppression or misdemeanor in
office. No person shall, for the same offense, be
twice p ut in jeopardy of life or lim b; b u t a d i s 
OF T H E JU R Y FO R F A IL U R E TO A G REE ,
OR OTHER NECESSARY CAUSE. SH A LL NO T W ORK
a n a c q u i t t a l . Nor shall private property be
charge

taken or applied to public use, without author
ity of law and without ju st compensation being
first made or secured.
A true copy of the Joint Resolution.
W. W. GRIEST,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

A

m en d m en t to t h e

c o n s t it u t io n

propo sed

TO T H E C ITIZEN S O F T H IS COMMONW EALTH
FOR T H E IR A P PR O V A L OR R E JE C T IO N BY TH E
G EEERA L ASSEM BLY OF T H E COM MONW EALTH OF
PE N N SY L V A N IA , P U B L ISH E D B Y ORDEBtv O F T H E
SECRETARY OF T H E COM MONW EALTH, IN PU RSU
A N CE O F AR TICLE X V III OF T H E CONSTITUTION.

ALL SIZES. Agent

I3T IE I ROYALSEIM MACHIESf“
tow°
—There wi

E. G. Brow nback,
TRAPPE, PA.

M E N ’S

Patent Colt Skin
Bals., redu-ed from
$2.50 to $2.00.

8

CHILD’S DONGOLA BUTT., 75c. kind for
60c., sizes 6 to 8.

8

H, L. NYCE.
6 E, Main St.

NORRISTOW N,

8
8

8

18
8
11
i8
8
8

ii
8
11
Ü
1
C A N ’T B E B E A T . 1§
8

8
WILL
8
UÄKE NO 88
8
MISTAKE 8
I

In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
toAuy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

M EN’S SUITS REDUCED

They fit tightly and will wear equal to any

R. H. G R A T E R .

H

TinsmitMng& Machins Jobbing
of all kinds promptly attended to.

8i
18

i8
1
i
i8

ft

I
1

are

* •®'píillauer has ¡

-

This is a genuine reduction. No humbug.
fore come early and get your pick.

1 O nrV —TbeCoun
a u * w jeided to b
prkiomen ai
There
■eenlane.

I—Thomas 1
jnt, Chestei
rtune to hi
ling kicked

B
*✓ 5

II

.

W
vM

Lv
_—

T Z E L
_

ÍC *

__

George t
® d son, of
* ring at G.

6 6 -6 8 E. M ain S t., Norristownlrough.

§ ¡ ¡ g P | L.
|m. Merkel,

■—Dr. Ralp]
Bonth’s vacat
Bonday to en
Is appointm

|A heard of
|e property
iartinsburg,
fcd from a
WAISTS that were 75c. to $1.00, now
mystery
lephone line
iknow what
leks of dyn
■neadow.
The $2.25 WAISTS have been reduced to
£ cattle ha
lek by stick
led more tl
[allowing tb
This Is a great waist chance with the best part of summer still to come, ModUi !

25 cents.

75 cents.

$1.75.

and Attractive DRESSING SAUQUES that sold for 50 and 60 cents, now

39 cents.

■ s e n io r
Jo . doit
(inty an

7 6 c e n ts .

8

For an investment in Beal Estate, Busi
ness or. Stocks! Have you anything in
that line for sale! Call and see me, or
write. Send for Bulletin, sèni free.
THON. B. EVANS,
N obbistown, P a.

t ’f E OF
■RANK,

$1.00 and $1.25 SACQUES, now

8

AEE TOU L00KIÏ&

1-8Q 6-8.

7

In order to effect a rapid departure of Shirt Waists and Sacques fro#j^n V? , ® ^>
the realms of this, store profits are swept aside and In many instauiaPSP'tal.
cost entirely Ignored.
..........
Royal Waists included In this big money saving event.
I Cows Ate
WAISTS that were 50 cents, now

1 W. P. FEIT0Ï, 8
8
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

$ 5.001—’Samuel
7»s corn in

and Dressing Sacques.

Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the f t
specialties..

'Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

<

G reat C u t in Shirt W a is tU * ^

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or lp any department of
the big store on the comer you
will find what you want at the
right price.

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

a + Offde

q a.

Z«
M ain Street, N ear Depot,’ibhnClyde
Zeigler
pen missing
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
kg last.
-F. J. Cls
¿ve house oi
f reet will so
■ —Truckers
jrug on the
You needn’t wait until the season is over to get extra
■spose of it
bargains; we have them ready for you.
hui’-kraut.
1 —The Sch
We have concluded to sell
any’s plant
plarged and

YOD
8
ft

Pat. Leather Oxfords
$1.50 and $1.75.

for

Cyphers Incubators and Brooders, American
Field Fencing, Ell wood Lawn Fencing, Cold
Water Paint for barns, fences, etc.

$2.00

AttliBCoUepvilieCarnapVoris. 1

Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Poultry netting, paints, oils,
<fcc.; ail sizes terra cotta pipe.

8 A nd Our $ 1 2 , $ 1 4 , and $15 S uits for

A JO IN T RESOLUTION
Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of in the market. Put on at reasonable prices
the Commonwealth.
on either old or new work,
Section 1. Be it resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania' in General Assembly met.
T hat the following is proposed as an amendment
to the Constitution of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, in accordance with the provisions
HSFTtrst-class Varnishing and Painting,
of the eighteenth article thereof:
and all kinds of Wheelwright and Black
Amendment.
Add a t the end of section seven, article three, smith Work. FAVOR ME WITH YOUR
the following words: “Unless before it shall be
introduced in the General Assembly, such pro ORDERS.
posed special or local law shall have been first
submitted to a popular vote, a t a general or
special election in the locality or localities to be
affected by its operation, under an order of the
court of common pleas of the respective county
after hearing and application granted, and
V . K K Y S F .K ,
shall have been approved by a majority of the
•
Trappe, Pa«
voters a t such eleotion; Provided, T hat no such
election shall be held until the decree of court Dealer In SCRAP METAL*-Brass, Copper,
authorizing the same shall have been adver Lead, Zlne and Glass; also old papers and
tised for a t least thirty <3Q) days in the locality
or localities affected, in such manner as the rnbber.
court may direct.
A true dopy of the Joint Resolution.
W. W. GRIEST,

8-7.

Groceries in choice and ex
tensive variety. Qualities and
prices right; margin close.

8

8

-Rev. N. ;
thia, has bei
■rectors at
[ennsburg.
I —Miss Pia
lagleville, vi
lerslice, Sun
I —Thete ai
brs in.Potts
len t' of a
gitated.
!—Mr. and !
bd family, c
Iwn last we«
if—J. Howar

G E N T S ’ FURNISHING
GOODS in full variety and
Hats, Caps, Boots and Shoes.
Special assortment of Wall
Paper in all the attractive
styles.

Dong. Butt, and Lace
from $2.00 to $1.50.
Patent Colt Skin Ox?
fords from $3.00 to

i8

I Evansburg M.
■pastor. Sabbatl
■ 0.80 a. m. and 7.
■vice, 7 p. m.
■ Trappe Circuí
iphurch, Rev. H.
.•next Sunday al
1.30 p . m ., Ziegl

Seasonable

A ll Our $8, $9, and $ 1 0 S uits for

8

I Lower Provid
Itng services 10.3(
-[¡Sunday, Rev.
¡school, 9.30 a. m.
■pyenlng a t 7.30,
neoond Sunday €
■Sundays, a t 2.30
(days a t 7.30 p.m.

—By the 1
-The new
-In the w
-Month o:
-Remand i
I —Promena
bf Main stre<
I —Until tl
w h e re the ne
abruptly ;

m

8

E N S

U n if o r m q u a li t y a n d
A
fre s h n e s s a r e i n s u r e d
b y t h e s e a le d p a c k a g e * ^ «

m e n d m e n t t o t h e c o n s t it u t io n p r o p o s e d
t o TH E c it iz e n s o f t h is c o m m o n w e a l t h

A

O M

I Lower Provid«
[O. R. Brodhead
L m. Preachin)
[p. m. Preachini

Home

ROYERSFORD, PA, |

A ll Our $6, $7, and $ 7 .5 0 S uits for
W

j St. Paul’s M«
■Re 7 . T. P. Eg
■Union church, Â
■sermon every Si
libration of Comí
[S t. Paul’s, Oaks
■month a t 8.30 a.
13.30 p. in.; Sund
Ichoraland cate«
1 month a t 3 p. m.
[services in the p

I. P . W I L L I A M S ,

CHAMPION.

From Providence Journal.

[T hursda]

Clivi

All $3.00 Suits now $1.50
All $4.00
«
“ $2.00
All $5.00
“
“ $2.50

Kansas is simply inexhaustible
in the . matter of oddities. Just
when it might be supposed that she
had run the whole gamnut, she
appears with another novelty
such as nobody else in the wide
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
world would ever have thought of.
For example, a Kingman county
farmer is growing a row of corn a
little more than twenty-five miles
Opposite Public Square,
long for no other reason than to be
singular and extraordinary. He
NORRISTOWN. PA.
commenced in a fifty acre field and
went round- and round in a circle
IT IS FLY TIME
with adister until he had planted
the whole in a single row which And your screens are worn out. Therefore
y e n have fiies. Do not lose any time but
commences at one of the edges.

SEEDSMAN AND FLORIST,

its

ï&i
NM

Take no

a will
fLLARí

t canni

pABBB

w o rn ti
Bence,

BRENDLINGERS
8 0 and 82 M ain Street,

5.

1KAL. ‘

S e l l ’s Catarrh
rig^Baets directly
1» surfaces of
nials, free.
F. J. CH
■old by Druesri

2 1 3 and 2 1 5 DeKalb Street,
NORRISTOW N, PA, Kail’s Family i

OOPÖHS

2 THE INDEPENDENT®
CES
ned

TEROS --- $1.00 PER YEAR
..
IN ADVANCE.
tt

tt

Thursday, Aug. 14,1902.

sted

St Paul’s Memorial P. E. Oliurch Parish,

Rev T. P. Ege, rector. Sunday services at
TJnlon church, Audubon : Morning prayer and
sermon every Sunday a t 10.46 a. m.. with oelebration of Communion first Sunday In month.
S t Paul’s, Oaks: Communion third Sunday in
month at 8.30 a. m.; Evensong and address, a t
8 30«. m.; Sunday School a t 1.30 p. m.; special
choral and oateehetioal service last Sunday In
mouth at 3 p. m. A cordial welcome to all the
services in the parish.
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
O R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
p. m. Preaohlng, 7.30 p. m.

. $6.50
$9.00
$13.00
ice.
nt onr
i Fine
ita.
$1.50
$3.00
$3.50

Lower Providence Baptist Church.. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. n>., every
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer m eeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannonvllle Mission, every
seoond Sunday evening a t 7.30; Bible school,
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.

l'Snits
e.
rgains
i to be

Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. J. P. Rowland
pastor. Sabbath Sohool, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Trappe Circuit of the United Evangelical
Ohuroh, Rev. H. P. Hagner, pastor.. Preaching
next Sunday a t Limerick a t 10 a. m., Trappe
2.30p. m., Zleglersville 7.30 p m.

ir g e ts

Home and Abroad.

; —By the light of
| —The new moon,
i —In the wet
—Month of August,
—Remandus and Rebecca
—Promenaded down the east side
of Main street
j —Until they reached the point
where the new sidewalk terminates
abruptly;
, —And then
—They quit promenading
j —Until they regained their per
pendicularity and physical equi
poise.
! —“How different from Broad
street,’’ Philadelphia,
—Observed Rebecca,
SH ING —And “the boardwalk at Atlan
tic City,”_
I —Remarked Remandus.
i —Now just wait until that pave
ment on the east side is completed ;
the following
V prices :
I —Then all the promenaders will
be happy.
15.00.
».00.

E S lIc

M ER,

^R E

Supplies,

<25.00.
30.00.
$30.00.
¡el call and see

, —Mrs. E. Gaddis, of PhiladeU
phia, and Miss Meta Coombs, of Tren
ton, visited Mrs. Geo. Z. Vanderslice last week.
—Rev. N. B. Grubb, of Philadel
phia, has been elected one of the
directors at Perkiomen Seminary,
Pennsburg.
! —Miss Place and Miss Auer, of
Eagleville, visited Mrs. Chas. Vanderslice, Sunday.
A
! —There are so many worthless
surs in Pottstown that the appoint
ment of a dog-catcher is being
igitated.
| —Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bomberger
|nd family, of Norristown, were in
»wp last week.
i —J. Howard Johnson, of Ambler,
IT POR
ivas in town Tuesday afternoon.
ÍG MACHINES , —There will be a free-for-all clam
iclera, American bake at Ogden’s hotel, Iron bridge,
i Fencing, Cold
>n Saturday evening, August 23.
i, etc.
—Clyde Zeigler, a young son of
ar Depot, 1fohn
Zeigler, of Royersford, has
seen missing since Saturday mornPA.
og last,

—F. J. Clamer’s new and attrac
tive house on the east side of Main
Itreet will soon be under roof.
—Truckers are finding cabbage a
; extra
Ifug on the market, and unable to
lispose of it, are making it into
lour-kraut.
■—The Schuylkill Bridge Comiany’s plant at Pottstown will be
¡nlarged and the force doubled.
$ 5.00 —Samuel Houck, of Spring City,
las corn in his garden, the stalks
rj c a if which are 12 feet high, and John
/ , o u Villauer has stalks 13 feet in height.

1 0 0 0 -7The Coutlty Commissioners have

jecided to build a bridge over the
[erkiomen at Snyder’s mill,' near
Ireenlane.
!—Thomas Taylor, of East Vinent, Chester county, had the miswtune to have his leg broken by
eing kicked by a cow on Thurs-

There-

ay.

—George A. Thompson and wife
nd son, of Philadelphia, are sum
mering at G. W. Zimmerman’s, this
»town. «rough.
1

Reunion and Picnic.

T R O LL E Y NO TES.

Arrangements are about com
pleted for the reunion and picnic' of
the old pupils of the Level school,
Lower Providence, on Thursday,
August 21. The exercises will be
opened at 11 o’clock by devotional
exercises led by Rev. S. O. Perry,
and will continue at intervals
throughout the day. Wm. E. Cor
son will deliver the historical ad
dress, and other addresses will be
made. Music will be furnished by
members of the former and exist
ing literary societies of the neigh
borhood. Mr. and Mrs. E. Schlichter, who reside adjacent to the
school grounds, will kindly place at
the disposal of the committee, for
the day, their buildings, grove, mu
sical instruments, large chairs, etc.
A large attendance and a day of
much interest and enjoyment for all
is expected.

Progress is being made in secur
ing the right of way for the Souder
ton, Skippack and Fair view Elec
tric Railway. No serious difficulty
has thus far been encountered, and
it is reasonable to expect that if no
formidable obstruction is met be
tween Harleysville and Souderton,
the preliminary work will be at
least nearly completed by January
I, 1903.
There is some talk to the effect
that the United Power and Trans
portation Company intends to run
express cars between Sanatoga and
Chestnut Hill, stopping only at the
principal towns along the road.
A twenty minute service between
II. 05 a. m. and 8.25 p. m. is now in
force between this borough and
Norristown, with a forty minute
service to Trappe and Sanatoga.
The statement is current that a
trolley line from Emaus to this bor
ough is to be pushed right through
by the Perkiomen Valley Traction
Company. The Royersford Com
pany has options on some right of
way between this borough and
Schwenksville, so that a conflict be
tween the promoters of the two com
panies is probable.

Second Annual Picnic.

C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .

f

Special Service.

A special service will be held at
the U. E. Church, Trappe, on
Wednesday evening, August 20.
The exeflbises will include vocal
music by Miss Lillian Lanz, of Nor
ristown.

i

1S T S

• —5{r$$‘L.. H. Ingram and M
Merkel, of this borough,
;Pe.ndirig this week with Mrs. G
Smith, at Atglen, Chester county

| Dr. Ralph H. Spangler, after a
loath’s vacation, left this borough
londay to enter upon the duties of
is appointment as resident physiid Sacques from lau in the Philadelphia (Blockleyj
many instances lospital.

es.

Cows Ate Dynamite and Died.

its.
come. Modish
low

its .

A heard of tiyrteen Holstein cows
he property of Claude Peters, of
jlartinsburg, Blair couDty, Pa.,
led from a mysterious cause, and
r® mystery was not solved until
ilephone linemen came and wanted
f know what had become of thirty
peks of dynamite they had left in
I meadow. Investigation showed
>e cattle had eaten the dynamite,
fick by stick. None of the animals
yea more than three hours after
¡^allowing the explosive.
U’cb or Ohio, Pitt of Toledo, I
jLuoas Cochty, .
J
Prank J. Cheney makes oath t
:* eenior partner of the firm of F .,
Co. doing business In the city o
Junty and State aforesaid, and
™Tw*h pay the sum of ONE HI
OBl ARs for each and every case o
at cannot be cured by the use o
itarbii Cure.
FRANK J. CH
»worn to before me and subscrlb
^sence, this 6th day of Decemb

Eg] .

A-w- GLEAS(

■
Catarrh Cure is taken"!
. . J M e e t l y - u p o n the blood
nnuilr<rCe8
Sene
pnlals,
free. of the

L , . V - CHENEY & CO., To!

W N , PA.

Ball s Family Pm* we the be»t,

The Second annual picnic of the
Philadelphia Milk Shippers’ Union
will be held at Castle Rock Park,
on Thursday, August 21, 1902.
Prominent speakers will be present.
W ill Remove to Trappe.

Daniel Schrack has sold his farm,
near Limerick Square, to S. E.
Strickland, of Philadelphia, and will
remove with his family to the bor
ough’of Trappe.
Damages N ot Exorbitant.

Alumni Reunion.
Exceptions to freeing 12 miles'of
Perkiomen and Reading turnpike,
A large number of members and
below Reading, because the award their friends attended the annual
of $27,000 damages was claimed as reunion and open meeting of the
exorbitant, have been dismissed.
Upper Providence Alumni Associ
ation in the Mennonite school house,
near Yerkes, last Saturday evening,
House and Lot Rented.
The program proved .to be interest
R. P. Baldwin has leased bis new ing throughout. The Association,
house, together with„ 10 acres of of which C. C. Sanderson is presi
land, in Lower Providence; to Miss dent, and Irene Bernard secretary,
ST. L U K E ’S S P L E N D ID P IC N IC .
Lutz of this borough, for a period is in a prosperous condition. The
The picnic of St. Luke’s Reformed
of one year. Mr. Baldwin is about following graduates of the schools S. S., of Trappe, at Sanatoga Park,
to build a stable on the premises.
of the township were present :
last Saturday, gave all that attended
1894r—Elias Detwiler, Oscar Hun it a day of exquisite pleasure. Noth
sicker.
ing in the circumstances desired
Heavy Rain.
1895— Amy Ashenfelter, Hannahwas lacking. Not an incident oc
Last Sunday afternoon the rain Ashenfelter, Milton Reed.
curred to mar the day’s pleasure.
fall in Norristown and the lower
1896— Stella Bechtel, Cora Got-As to the weather, the day was per
end of the county was unusually wals.
fect. It was neither too hot nor too
heavy. In this section, during the
1897— Esther Gotwals, Elizabethcool, but just right. There was not
afternoon, there were moderate Detwiler, Kathryn Raudenbush.
a hitch or flaw in the arrangements.
showers, followed by heavier rain
1898— Kathryn Detwiler, AlbertThe credit for this belongs equally
at night.
Bechtel, Irvin Bechtel, Christian to the excellent competency of the
Sanderson.
committee of arrangements, the su
1899— J. Elmer Gotwals.
perior culinary provision of the wo
Philadelphia Markets.
1900— Cora Reed, Annie Detwiler,men, and the accommodating capa
Wipter bran, $18.25a$18.75; timo Ella Ellis, Mabel Ashenfelter.
city of the trolley men. The comthy hay, $20.00; mixed, $17.00a
1901—Susie Jones.
mitte.e gave its report just before
$17.50; roller flour, $8.10 to $3.70;
1902— Kathryn Gr.ossmilTer, Kath
and when it was seen that
wheat, 72a741c.; corn, 69c.; oats, ryn Gennaria, Elizabeth Ashenfel dinner;
the success of the committee’s work
75c. ; beef cattle, 3 to 7|e. ; sheep, ter, Bertha Reed, John R. Bechtel, exceeded
everybody’s expectations,
lìto é ic .; lambs, 5to 6}c.; hogs, 10J Robert Sanderson, JohnHoyer, Ver Supt. Stoner
called for a vote of
to 10ic. ; fat cows, 34 to 4Jc. ; veal non Gotwals, Ross Ashenfelter.
thanks
to
the
committee,
and a thun
calves, 5 to 7ic:; dressed steers,
derous viva voice vote showed the
10al2£c. ; dressed cows, 7ia9c.
The Right of Trolley Lines to Carry school’s appreciation of the com
F reig h t
mittee’s successful efforts. This
Bergey Family Reunion
A recent decision of the New committee consisted of Messrs. War
The third annual reunion of the York Court of Appeals has placed ren and Lawrence Thompson, Elias
Bergey Family Association will be the trolley on a par with steam rail Detwiler, and Paul Stoner. The
held at Ringing Rocks Park on Sat roads as regards the carrying of school had no desire of making any
urday, August 30., The executive freight. It was contended by a money out of the occasion; and,
committee is arranging a carefully trolley company that it had a legal therefore, with the considerable
prepared program. Addresses will right to effect a junction of its tracks sum received by the committee;
be made by members of the family with those of a neighboring rail above what was required to meet all
interspersed with music and the road, which right was denied. The expenses, the younger scholars were
Court decided in favor of the trol treated to ice cream. Then, there
reading of reports.
ley company; affirming their right was the dinner. St. Luke’s women
to make connection with any rail are, of course, well known for their
Brakeman Killed,
road and to interchange freight art in a matter of that kind. But
■Charles A. Westcott,of Pottstown, with same, in accordance with rules this time they beat the record. The
a brakempn on a Pennsylvania Rail governing railroads. The Court tables were simply crammed with
road shifter, met instant death Sat stated that inasmuch as it is neither the best of eatables,—enough for
urday morning at the Richardson profitable nor practicable for steam about three picnics. The cars were
and Ross mines below Bridgeport. roads to connect with every village crowded with happy people, and
He was struck by a post and rolled and hamlet or productive district in the men who ran the cars were so
between the post and a moving car. the country, and since the rapidly politely accommodating that the
Westcott met death precisely in the increasing network of trolley lines people could not refrain from ex
same manner and almost at the same does not afford an outlet for trade pressing their appreciation. They
spot as did Matthew Nolan, of Port products, it is due the farmer, mill did more than had been bargained
Carbon, less than two months ago. owner and merchandise vendor in for. They left nothing undone for
distant places, that they should be the convenience of the picnickers.
able to avail themselves of the trol They voluntarily carried to College
A Big Head of Cabbage.
ley system running before their ville the large contingent of the
Mrs. Lizzie Sheridan, of Eighth door^. In commenting editorially school and its friends from that
avenue, this borough, must have a on this important decision, the place and Yerkes. Although it was
fertile garden, for a bead'of cab Street Railway Review declares it Saturday, and the cars and men
bage that was developed there is one of the most far-reaching that were all needed, they went out of
weighs 194 pounds. Last spring has been rendered in this country. their way to please. No wonder
Mrs. Sheridan procured some cab It is apparent, says the same au that the people praise them. Thus
bage plants from H. Rimby, florist thority, that • the Court does hot all things combined to make the pic
and gardener, and placed them in consider the interest of the two nic a grand success.
T h e P astor :
her garden and cultivated them. classes of roads to be antagonistic
The plants thrived and now the es to any serious degree, but regards
pecially big headed one is a marvel. the electric lines as filling a need
From Eagleville.
which the steam railroads have as
Rev. Albert Finn and family of
yet not been able to supply with ad
County Alumni a t Sanatoga.
vantage to th'eir own stockholders. Cherryville, New Jersey, are visit
ing Rev: and Mrs. S. O. Perry.
There was a large attendance at
the annual meeting of the Montgom
Mary and Laura-Cauffman, of Nor
D EA THS.
ery County Alumni Association at
ristown, were the guests of Mrs.
Benjamin
F.
Buckwalter
died
Sanatoga Park, Tuesday, and the Sunday evening at his residence John Fry last week.
program of exercises proved to be
Rev. Gerhart, of Philadelphia, oc
entertaining to all. The meeting near Areola, Upper Providence,
was presided over by John Brooke aged 26 years. He was first taken cupied the Baptist pulpit Sunday
ill with pneumonia, aud in his weak morning and evening. Rev. Finn
Evans, Esq., the president of the ened
condition could not survive is expected to preach the coming
organization. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year : the attack of typhoid fever that fol Sunday.
On Saturday afternoon about fifty
President, Chester A. Kratz, of lowed. He was married a little
a year ago and leaves a wife friends and relatives unexpectedly
Lower Providence ; First Vice-Presi over
and
one
child.
The
funeral
was
called on Mrs. D. S. Beyer to cele
dent, Henry W. Stahlneckei*, of
held to-day (Thursday) atlOo’clock-, brate her birthday anniversary.
Norristown ; Second Vice-President, a.
m. Interment was made at Men Mrs. Beyer was the recipient of
Harry B. Johnson, M. D., of Provi
nonite cemetery, near Yerkes; un a number of useful gifts. A very
dence Square ; Secretary, Miss Eve dertaker
J. L. Bechtel in charge.
pleasant afternoon and evening was
lyn Bechtel, of Schwenksville ;
Treasurer, Ralph L. Johnson, of
enjoyed by all.
West Conshoboc.ken. Albert R.
Mrs. Lizzie G., wife of Frank M.
The Baptist and Presbyterian
Bechtel, of Upper Providence, was Hobson of this borough, died sud Sunday schools expect to picnic at
chosen a member of the executive denly last Saturday evening aged Sanatoga', Thursday, August 21st.
committee.
64 years. About ten days ago Mrs.
Mary Saylor spent Friday in Phila
Hobson became seriously ill from delphia.
an
affection
of
the
heart,
from
which
Grangers of Three Counties will
D. S. Beyer and daughter Emily
she rallied. Her condition improved
Picnic.
and on Saturday she was up ahd have returned from a two weeks’
A big tri-county grangers’ picnic about. After eating supper, she suf visit to Altoona.
has been arranged for Ringing fered a relapse,, and when the physi
Rocks Park on Saturday, August 30, cian arrived she was dead. Her Evansburg and Vicinity.
and all the Pomona Grange organi sudden death was a shock to the
The Sunday school of St. James’
zations in Montgomery. Chester and community where she resided so
Berks counties are interested in many years ; where her duties as Episcopal church will picnic at
making the affair a great suscess. wife and mother aud as a cheerful Sanatoga Park on Saturday, Au
The general committee of arrange and energetic workerin her church, gust 23.
ments is composed of Hon. Jason and its benevolent and soeial ad
long-promised improvement
Sexton, of North Wales; Hettie Y. juncts, were well performed. De to The
the road-bed of Perkiomen bridge
Hallowell, of Phcenixville, and H. ceased was the daughter of Jacob has at last been begun by the trol
H. Fetterolf, of Collegeville. They V. and Hester Gotwals and was ley company. We-hope its comple
have planned the most attractive united to her surviving husband in tion will not be as long delayed as
grangers’ outing of the season. 1856. She leaves two children : its beginning.
Two strong speakers have been se Freeland G. Hobson, of the Norris
The society for the prevention of
cured in Grand State Lecturer Ab town Bar and Trust Officer of the
ner M. Cornell, of the State Grange, Norristown Trust Company, and cruelty to animals should have an
and Hon. Thomas J. Phillips, of Matilda, wife of Rev. O. P. Smith, agent in this vicinity.
Chester county. These men are en D. D., pastor of the Lutheran
Hon. Henry K. Boyer has added
tirely capable of handling the topics Church of the Transfiguration, twenty-five cpws from New York
of the day of interest and import Pottstown ; and one brother—Jacob State to his herd.
ance to farmers, in an entertaining V. Gotwals, ex-District Attorney of
The sale of Mrs. Barrow’s house
and effective manner.
Montgomery county. The funeral
was held Tuesday afternoon at 2 hold goods on Saturday afternoon
o’clock, and Trinity church was was well attended, and good prices
R O S E N B E R G E R R E U N IO N .
filled with relatives and friends. were secured.
The Third Annual Reunion of the The service began with prayer by
Miss Eliza Thomas has returned
descendants of Abram and Mar Rev. H. T. Spangler, D. D: The home after spending ten or twelve
garet Rosen berger was held at the funeral discourse was delivered by weeks in Bucks county nursing her
home of Abram Jones, Yerkes, on the pastor Rev. J. Hendricks, D. sister-in-law.
Wednesday, August 6th.
D., and was based upon the 44th
Miss Linda Robison is visiting
A better representation was no verse of the 24th chapter of St.
ticed this year than at the two re Matthew: “ Therefore be ye also her sister, Mrs. Noaker-, in Shipunions held heretofore, and although ready : for in such an hour as ye pensburg, Pa.
the weather during afternoon and think not the Son of man cometh.”
Mrs. Jane Rahn is now recover
evening was rather unpleasant, This textand thé hymns—“ There' is ing from her severe and protracted
every one seemed to take it good no night in heaven” and “ My faith illness.
nature'dly. A literary program was shall triumph in the grave,” had
Arthur G. Casselberry, chief
provided for the afternoon. Rev. been chosen by Mrs. Hobson over
J. H. Hendricks, of Collegeville, a year ago. Miss Sara Hen agent at Reading, of the Interna
delivered a most interesting and dricks sang a solo. The floral tional School of Correspondence, is
helpful address, basing his remarks tributes were beautiful and' includ spending his vacation at home.
on the 133rd Psalm. ‘
Quite a number of our young folks
ed a standing wreath, from the
Mr. George J. Hallman, of Mont grandchildren ; a large spray lily attended the annual reunion x>f the
Clare, did remarkably well with of the valley, a spray of astors, and Alumni of the public schools of the
his address, and if closely adhered a spray of roses.. "The remains were county at Sanatoga Park on Tuesday.
to, will add greatly to the success' in charge of undertaker John L.
Dr. M. Y. Weber sold two fine
of future reunions.
Bechtel, and the pall bearers were
to Harris Brady on Monday.
The committee appointed for the as follows : J. C. Landes, A. D. heifers
Mr.
Brady,
who recently purchased
ensuing year is Mr. S. B. Rosen- Bechtel, Dr. E. A. Krusen, John S.
the Custer farm is quite a progres
berger, Roxborough, chairman, and’ Hunsicker, H. H. Fetterolf, M. T. sive
citizen and intends to push the
Miss Katherine R. Detwiler, Oaks, Hunsicker.
farming business forall there is in it.
secretary.
Rev, Mr. McClure, of Philadel
A. J. Cottlugham went to Washington
phia, occupied the pulpit of St.
Mrs. Mollie Allen, of South ^Tprk, Ky., County, Ark., to see his sister and while
James’ P. E. Church last Sunday.
says she has prevented attacks of cholera there was taken with flux (dysentery) and
Miss Ida Detwiler, of Philadel
morbus by taking ChamberlaiD’s Stomach was very bad off. He decided to try Cham
and Liver Tablets when she felt an attack berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea phia, is visiting friends in this
coming on. Such attacks are usually caused Remedy and was so much pleased with the neighborhood.

by Indigestion and these Tablets are just
what Is needed to cleanse the stomach and
ward off the approaching attaek. Attacks
of bilious colic may be prevented In the same
way. For sale by W. P. Fenton, College
ville, and M. T. Hunsicker, Balm Station.

prompt cure which it effected, that he wrote
the manufacturers a letter in praise of their
medicine. Mr. Cottingham resides at Loekland, Ark.
For sale by W. P. Fenton, Collegeville,
and M. T, Hunsicker, Rahn Station.

When you want a physic that ie mild and
gentle, easy to take and certain to act, al
ways nee Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
Tablets. For salé by W. F. Fenton, Collegeville, and M. T. Hunsicker, Rahn Station.

Items From Trappe.
The past ten days Rev. S. L. Messinger Visited a number of seaside
resorts, including Atlantic City and
Ocean City, and he reports having
had a pleasant vacation.
Misses Lizzie and Kate Todd, of
Norristown, were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Keller, Sunday.
A trolley car ended the existence
of one of the pet dogs at the Lamb
hotel and proprietor Baker very
much regrets the loss of the animal.
Saturday moTning Walter Hess,
who lives a short distance west of
this borough, was about- to drive
from home when the bit broke and
he lost control of his horse. The
animal ran through the orchard and
jumped down an embankment, com
pletely wrecking the carriage and
harness.
Miss Lou Moyer is spending a
week in Philadelphia.
The members of the Sunday after
noon club, who live in Trappe, Col
legeville and Royersford, seem to
have a special liking for spring
water.
The excursions to Sanatoga park,
last week, by the Lutheran and Re
formed Sunday schools, were suc
cessful, socially and financially.
Friday night sneak thieves visited
the outkitchen at Henry Wismer’s
place and stole some coffee, a razor
and other articles, and from Kate
Weand’s home they carried meat,
butter and other provisions, and
left a whiskey bottle behind them.
Last Sunday Andrew, the little
son of P. D. Williard, and another
boy named Ambrose Strouse, man
aged to get hold of an old pistol sup
posed to bet unloaded. In playing
with it its contents were discharged
and the ball penetrated Andrew’s
arm, inflicting a painful wound. A
narrow escape from more serious or
fatal'results.
John I. Bradford has resigned as
sexton of the Lutheran church.
His successor has not as yet been
chosen.
Burgess Shuler’s line of hedge
stumps that were being plowed out
was the cause of a recent heated
discussion between a township offi
cial and another prominent local
politician. There was a decided
rise in temperature and consider
able electrical disturbance.

FROM OAKS.
Mrs. I. R. 'JVeikel and daughter
May are sojourning at Atlantic City
for a week or ten days.
Quite a number of our fishermen
spent the day fishing at Anglesea,
Friday.
A large number of recreators
visited this part of the community
Saturday, in quest of pleasure and
recreation, etc. Among them were
representatives of the Aleck Club,
as there were several very, very
smart Alecks among them, smart,
witty and up-to-date at repartee.
It is reported Isaac Famous has
sold his form to Mr. Ebersole. Mr.
E. is chorister of Saint Paul’s Me
morial church, Oaks.
A severe storm passed over us
Wednesday, the wind knocking
down the corn in its track. Like
the storm of wind and rain in July,
it but fairly grazed us, as the dam
age occasioned by lightning, rain
and wind was far greater to the
west and south of us than here. 1
The “Tailor’s Train” passed over
the Perkiomen R. R. Friday, taking
the measures of uniforms for Fall
and Winter. Put on your new uni
form, •but further comment is unncessary, as to the other require
ments might get hit hard, if we
should say, and any comments on
uniforms might be a strike out with
“a lump of a-kid,” as a sort of a
wave offering.
The large frame building at the
Montello Brick Works is nearing
completion, the same which was
wrecked in the July hurricane, and
no one would suppose it had suf
fered disaster in the beginning.
What kind of an appearance would
a man make with his right eqr cut
off. Cut as striking a figure as the
man paying ten dollars per ton for
coal, with his time cut down, as
well as his wages, caused by the
inhuman, cruel and ignorant foreign
influence which is permitted to
dominate in the coal regions. Who
suffers 1 Not the operators by a
long shot. Public sympathy is
worthy, just so long as warm
weather prevails, but when cold
weather sets in a cold wave may
change sympathy. Sebtiment is
liable to change at any time, and
will change as suddenly as the
temperature.
Schoen and Cramp should have
their ears boxed for their ungentlemanly actions at Atlantic City.
However, “no one shall spare his
brother if he come in the way of his
ambition or covetousness, or if he
have any desire to be revenged on
him. ”
If one is a multo-millionaire that
do§s not excuse him.
Considerable recreation along the
Perkiomen creek, Sunday.
Mr. Elmer Freas and children
visited friends in Reading, Satur
day.
If we have warm weather through
the day it is pleasant sleeping at
night, even quite late Sunday morn
ing. Thursday and Friday were
very pleasant days.
By the way, there’s a hot time in
the old part of the new town, and
will not be only for one' night, but
will last until a Judge and jury de
cide its quite warm enough for all
hands, and shut off the draft. The
wife of one colored citizen has ac
cused the wife of another colored
citizen with entering her yard, and
with evil intent,,cut and slashed,
with a razor or a sharp-edged knife,
the clothes hanging on the line, in
the aforesaid yard of the aforesaid
neighbor. This wassupposed to be
early in the evening, but the owner
of the clothes, a-hang’n on the line,
had retired for the night, and was
aroused by the barkingof their dog,
when she raised the window and
sat? the wife of the aforesaid colored
citizen cutting and slashing the last
garment'on the line. She called her
bo’doa man, and he saw the lady
disappearing in the darkness. The
result was the accused was haled
before ’Squire Sower, of Mopt Clare,
when after a hearing she was bound
over to court, bail for $200 being re
quired. The clothes so cut and
slashed were valued at nineteen
dollars—l’ather valuable to hang on
a line in the yard over night. The
case, as well as the clothes, will be
properly blown over and aired in
the September term of court. Our
advice (not volunteered), if guilty,
settle it. If innocent, go to jail.
No dishonor to serve a term of im

prisonment if innocent of a crime.
One of the freight engines on the
Perkiomen R. R. is badly paralyzed
on one side.'
Tar pots are handy to fill in, in
any vacancy. Still there’s danger
being defiled. “ Whew 1 don’t come
a-nigh me.”
Mrs. George Richardson has a
very pretty flower garden.
Farmers are busy preparing the
ground for seeding, and the shad
ows are gradually growing longer.
Christy Carmack and family, of
Port Providence, enjoyed an outing
on the banks of the rotnantic Perki
omen, near by, where the Outing
Club House is located.
Our inquiry as to where our base
ball team “ was at” disclosed the
fact they were found lined up
against the famous “rough riders”
of the Port Providence team in
Harry Ellis’ field near Oaks, an
ideal ball ground, Saturday after
noon, with a dog day sun getting in
its best licks, its rays hot enough to
cook butter and melt ice cream, and
not only knock a “dew drop” out of
sight, but burn a hole in a brand
new sweater of latest improved
style. 12 to 13 was the score, a
close scratch, but the P. P. B.
scored the unlucky number. Oaks
lost in a heart-byeaking finish.
There might be opportunity to offer
several excuses -for the Oaks B. B.
T., as it looked to the players and
spectators they had a cinch on the
game, but for one of the players who
lives near by, and wears an Oaks
uniform, throwing the game away.
Nevertheless, its dollars to dough
nuts, odds on Oaks, the P. P. B. B.
T. “can’t repeat the dose with same
teams, excepting aforesaid player,
doncher know it.”
Maurice Greger spent Saturday
fishing at Anglesea, and brought
home a good mess of fish. All de
scribe the place as the Paradise of
Fishermen. Without you gridiron
the river with set a net or two,
and be well equipped with Jersey
lightning in sundry bottles, fish
Saturday afternoon and night, and
all day Sunday, you can’t, catch a
mess of fish out of Pawlings Dam.
A round dozen or more friends of
Miss Breta A. Nichols gave her a
surprise Saturday evening. Among
them were the Misses Reta Henry,
Zora Shull, Lillian Campbell and
Laura Nichols, Oaks; Misses Cecilia
Cosgrove, Manayunk, Alma Marsh,
West Chester, Barbara Shutt, Betzwood ; Messrs. Samuel Reaver,
Mont Clare; Norris Shearer, Benja
min Finn, Norristown; Harry
Getty, Harry Simon, Chas. Boorse,
Howard Rickie and Harper Bean,
Jeffersonville.
Miss Henry will resume her
studies at Normal School, West
Chester, the beginning of the
month.
We were treated to a lively
shower Sunday afternoon.
Charley Roberts is a hustler. He
gathered in the spare change which
is to go towards putting the Grimes
A. M. E. church building in good
shape.
•
Mrs. Charles Taylor received a
telegram from Culpeper, Va., that
her stepfather was dead.
Benjamin Buckwalter, of Areola,
died Saturday evening of typhoid
pneumonia, aged 25 years. He
leaves a wife and one child to
mourn his loss. Interment at Men
nonite church cemetery, Thursday
morning, 10 o’clock, Mr. Buckwaiter was employed at the brick
works here at Perkiomen. He was
sick two weeks or more.

Port Providence Items.
Your humble servant, being away
on a little trip, could not send the
items last week. Must say a de
lightful time was passed whileaway.
Enjoyed atriptoQuakertown,Bucks
county, on Sunday, and on Monday
saw Allentown, Bethlehem and the
Delawater Water Gap. The trip
from Souderton (my headquarters)
to Allentown was made by trolley,
and is a tiresome ride, though the
cars run at a fairly good rate. Two
things caught my eyes, nose
apd ears and they were that the
motorman whistles with his feet,
that is he presses a button with his
foot which blq.ws the whistle, and
that smoking is allowed only on the
front platform so that one man can
give the occupants of the whole car
the benefit of the smoke. The next
time we travel in that direction we
shall take a few lessons in Penn
sylvania dutch as it is hard to find
one’s way without a good vocabu
lary in that brogue.
Well, well. Everybody living in
this hamlet is wearing a broad smile
on his countenance. You want to
know why ? Why our ball tossers
went down to Oaks on Saturday
afternoon and defeated the Crackerjacks from that town, by the score
of 13 to 12.
The boys played fine ball only in
the ninth inning the sight of Higganbotham coming on the field
scared them so badly that they let
Oaks cross the plate eight times,
bpt in the eighth inning we did the
same trick crossing the plate eleven
times. We feel proud of our victory
as Oaks is considered one of the
hardest teams in this locality.
Mrs. William Young and children,
Ree and Minnie, have returned to
their home in Camden, N. J., after
spending a week with Mr. and Mrs.
James Young.
School begins two weeks from
Monday.
In the report of the proceeds
from the festival given by our ball
team, a mistake was made in the
I ndependent . Should have read
cleared sixty-five dollars instead of
forty-five.
Well, Acorn from Oaks, your ball
team did come to life. Do you think
we have a ball team of the sleepy
order in this village ?
The boarders at Fitzwater’s gave
a dramatical entertainment on
Thursday evening.
The Sunday school of this place
will picnic at Sanatoga Park on Sep
tember 13. They will be accom
panied by the U. B. Sunday school
of Mont Clare.
The storm of Wednesday afternoou was very severe. The light
ning made the timid ones tremble
while the thunder shook the win
dows at a great rate.
A bolt of lightning struck the
home of Warren Force; shattered
the rain spout and took a piece off
the inside of the window sash. No
one was hurt. The corn was laid
oyer in marly places.
Mrs. George Keplinger, of Black
Rock, visited the Burns family on
Wednesday.
Jacob Brower, who was seriously

ill for the past two weeks, is much
improved and was noticed on the
street on Sunday.
Mrs. Christian Carmack attended
the play at Norristown Opera House
on Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Freeman attended the picnic
of the Audubon Sunday school at
Mill Grove on Thursday.
T H E T R U S T EVIL.

From the Journal of Commeroe.

p U B L IC SALE OF 25

OHIO COWS !
Will he sold a t public sale, on THURS
DAY, AUGUST 14, 1902, a t Bean’s hotel,
Schwenksville, 25-extra Ohio cows, most
of them are fresh and the rest are close
springers. They were selected by Samuel
Hoff and are good ones. Sale a t 1 o’clock
p. m. Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
P. S.—Hog sale on August 18.

Reduced to the simplest terms of
expression, the trust evil is largely j p E B L I C SA L E OF
due to special legislation and the in
FRESH COWS!
efficient enforcement of existing
LOT OF SHOATS!
laws. If this be true, the course is
clear and strait. Legislation must
g g
be readjusted to the new conditions;
Will he sold a t public sale, on THURS
DAY,
AUGUST
14,
1902,
a
t
Perkiomen
special favors must be withdrawn, Bridge hotel, 15 fresh cows, with calves,
natural economic forces must have direct from Indiana county. I have care
selected a lot of choice cows—of
freer play, and such restraints as fully
good size, shapely, and big milk and but
ter
producers.
Also 100 sh o a ts; 50' of
may be necessary must be imposed
them will weigh 100 pounds. Sale a t two
upon personal or corporate ambi-, o’clock. Conditions by
MOORE.
tion and power. Public supervision L. H. Ingram, auct.MURRAY
C. U. Bean, clerk.
and regulation are to be infinitely
preferred to either a policy of de
n o t h e r b ig p u b l ic k ale
of
struction or the other extreme,
public ownership. The latter is COWS, BULLS, CATTLE,
SHOATS AND SHEEP.
hardly thinkable, unless we wish
to invite universal confusion and
TO»
turn our backs upon the ideals Will be sold a t public sale, ou SATUR
DAY, AUGUST 16, 1902, a t Beckman’s
which have made America what it hotel,
Trappe, one car-load of fine fresh
cows
with ealves by their side; 3 good
is. With such a policy, the trust stock bulls,
10 choice yearling steers, 75
movement may be safely left to extra nice shoats and pigs, 50 good stock
ewes
and
3
bucks.
this is an
work out its own solution. Withold other extra good lotGentlemen,
of stock and will be
these corrections and we may drift sold for the high dollar on day of sale.
Sale of 100 sheep and lambs. Sale:
into a sea of socialistic fantasies Private
Saturday, August 16, a t 2 o’clock, rain or
shine.
Conditions
by
where all our boasted freedom and
SEANOR & TUCKER.
order will vanish. Below we ap W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
pend suggestions looking to a policy
calculated to avert these impending
UBLIC SALE OF 35 EXTRA
GOOD
dangers.
New legisation should be ex
Southern
Ohio Cows !
pressly and directly devoted to
150
INDIANA
COUNTY
HOGS,
these ends:
SHOATS AN.D PIGS !
1— Protect competition as the most
effective prevention of monopoly.
2— Reduce the tariff to a moderate
revenue basis especially on products
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
AUGUST 18, 1902, a t Bean’s hotel,
dominated by large corporations.
Schwenksville,
25 Southern Ohio fresh
3— Reform State corporation laws
and springers, with two extra fine
which now permit one State to cows
Holsteins in the lot. The lot was selected
openly defeat the laws of another by Wm. K. Schwenk, and is an extra good
Alio 150 fine Indiana county hogs,
State, doing elsewhere acts un one.
aud pigs which will be sold first at
lawful within its own borders. shoats
1.30 o’clock p. m., sharp. Conditions by
.4—Reform legislation permitting
FRANK SCHWENK.
monopolies based upon patents F. H. Peterman, auct.
and public franchises.
5— Secure reasonable publicity in pOR SALE.
the affairs of large corporations.
’ A number of draft and g e n - ^ H L ^
6— Secure national laws againstIrai purpose horses, from 6 to 7
old, used in'express business
fictional capitalization of corporation. years
Philadelphia. Will be sold worth the
7— Establish government supervisin
money. Apply from 12 m. to 4 p. m., to
ion of real or national monopolies.
H. BRADY,
8— -Enact such laws as may beNear Evansburg, Lower Providence, Pa.
8-14-4t.
necessary to prevent small rivals
from unjust competition. *
9— Compel public officers to a
stricter enforcement of existing Dead Animals Removed
The undersigned'residing on the
laws against restraint of trade.
ESPENSHIP FARM, one mile
10— Oppose vigorously all legis
below LIMERICK SQUARE, is
lation leaning towards public
now ready to remove dead animals
ownership, preferring government a t short notice either by mail or Bell tele
No. —-. Pays $1.00 a head, dead or
supervision as safer and more effi phone,
alive.
cient than socialistic control.
FRED. SCHAFFER.

&

A

&

'fit

P

I

’Phone No. 6L.

p U B L IC SALE OF

7-24-3m.

«TICE TO

FRESH COWS !

ICE CONSUMERS.

I have arranged to deliver pure ice to
consumers in Collegeville and Trappe dur
ing the entire season of 1902. Daily trips
Will be sold a t public sale, on TUES will he made with ice wagon in charge of
DAY, AUGUST 19,1902, a t Baker’s Lamb W aiter Bean. Favor him with your order
hotel, Trappe, 22 fresh cows, from when he calls a t your residence or busi
York county and the Shenandoah Valley, ness place.
5-1.
N. B. KEYSER.
They are a lot of choice ones; and big
milk and butter producers. Also 8 stock
bulls. Sale a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
OLLEGEVILLE NEWS STAND
J. P. FISHER.
Daily and Sunday papers, periodicals,
magazines, etc., for sale. Orders for books,
papers,
reading material, etc., taken,
o st.
promptly supplied. Segars, tobacco, pipes,
In a trolley car between Norristown &c. Candies'in variety. F ruit in season.
And Collegeville or a t Collegeville, on Papers served by carrier through Colleges
Thursday, August 7, a pair of gold specta ville.
JOHN H. BARTMAN.
cles In case marked “ C. H. Siddall.” Re
10-17-3m.
Newsdeale..
ward a t
8-14.
THIS OFFICE.

C

L

P O L I T I C A L .
■VIOTICE TO TRESPASSERS.
AN All persons, gunners and others, are
forbidden to trespass on the premises of TIOR STATE SENATOR
the undersigned.
8-7.
SAMUEL STROUGH, Trappe.

William D. Heebner,

o t ic e t o t a x - p a y e r s .

The SCHOOL TAX DUPLICATE
N
for the year 1902, for the township of'U p

per Providence, has been placed *in the
hands of the undersigned collector. All
persons who shall within sixty (60) days
from July 2, 1902, make payment of anv
taxes charged against them in said dupli
cate, shall be entitled to a reduction of
five per centum from the amount thereof;
and all persons who shall fail to make
payment of any taxes charged against
them in said duplicate for six months after
the dates mentioned, shall be charged five
per cent, additional on the taxes charged
against them, which will he added thereto.
The collector will be a t the following
places to receive said t a x :
A t Oaks Station, August 21, from 1 to
6 p. m.
A t Mr. Logan’s Blacksmith Shop, Au
gust 28, from 1 to 5 p. m.
A t Lamb Hotel, Trappe, August 25, from
t to 5 p. m.
A t Mingo Creamery, August 27, from 2
to 5 p. m.
A t Black Rock, August 28, from 1 to 6
p. m.
A t Durham Bros., Mont Clare, August
29 and 30, all day.
WM. S. DURHAM,
Collector of Upper Providence Township.
7-24-4t.
.
E state of Sarah Sailer, late of the
E
township of Upper Providence, Montgom
s t a t e n o t ic e

OF LANSDALE.
Subject to Republican rules.
TIOR STATE SENATOR,

Algernon B. Roberts,
OF LOWER MERION.
publican rules.

Subject to Re

j^lOR ASSEMBLY,

John H. Rex,
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub
lican rules.
J iO B COMMISSIONER,

Daniel K. Gräber,
OF PENNSBURG.
cratic rules.

Subject to Demo

JjlOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Benj. F. Penrose,
OF CHELTENHAM.
lican rules.

Subject to Repub
6-19.

J lO B COUNTY COMMISSIONER

ery county, Pa., deceased. Letters testa
Daniel M. Anders,
mentary on the above estate having been
granted to the undersigned, all persons in OF LOWER PROVIDENCE. Subject to
debted to the said estate are requested to
the rules of the Republican party.
make payment, and those having claims
to present the same w ithout delay to
jpO R REGISTER OF WILLS,
JOSEPH FITZWATER, Executor,
P o rt Providence, Pa.
Or his attorneys, Wagner & Williams,
Henry A. Groff,
Norristown, Pa.
6-26. ■
OF UPPER SALFORD. Subject to Re
o r sale.
publican rules.
A small issue of number one five per
cent, bonds, principal and ■interest pay
able in gold, clear of S tate tax. Apply m JjM»R STATE SENATOR,
person or write to
E. L. HALLMAN, Attorney-at-Law,
H enry Becker,
6-26.
Norristown, Pa.
OF ARDMORE. Subject to Republican
rules.

F

MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

JJiOR RECORDER OF OEEDS,

OF CHESTER COUNTY.
CARRIES $40,000,000 INSURANCE.

H enry T. H unsicker,

About as much as all the mutual companies OF PERKIOMEN. Subject to the rules
of the Republican party. County Con
combined located in the county. Company
vention, Sept. 9th. Election,Nov. 4th.
Is In existence over 60 years, but never had
more than one yearly tax, wfiilch makes in
surance low. Policies wrtttw for 1, 3 or 5 J lO B RECORDER OF DEEDS,
years. Stock Co. Insurance written for any
amount desired. For terms apply by mail
o r ’phone to
Sam uel Y eakle,
7-17.
S. II. ORR. Skippack, Pa. OF WHITEMARSH. -Subject to Repub
lican rules.

Sharpless
----- a n d -----

C arp en ter’s
C E L E B R A T E D

-FERTILIZERS-

JpOB ASSEMBLY,

Charles A. Am bler,
OF ABINGTON. Subject to Republican
rules. County Convention, Sept. 9th.
Election, November 4th.

PTIO -PT G R A D E

Pocket Knives

These Superior Fertilizers, rep
resenting the highest ami most
A T B A R G A IN P R IC E S :
effective values at lowest prices,
have been ou the m arket since 35c........................ 35c................ .....5 0 c .
1857. They take the lead and
Call to see them when in POTT8TOWN.
are sure helps in helping to m ake
Harming pay.
R A ZO R S set ready for use.
Send in your orders to
C U T L E R Y in abundance.

B. F . R A M B O , A g en t
L IN F IE L D , P A .

V anBuskirk & Bro.,
Hardware.

218 High Street.

/

RAILROADS.

. S o t M e a n t F o r a Jo lc e .

A member of the congregation named
Knlgbt died. On the Sunday following
&
the funeral, when the members of his
family—widow, sons and daughters—
dressed In deep mourning, sat lu a
front pew at church to bear the fu
Engines Burn Hard Coal—No Smoke neral sermon,, and eulogy of the de
ceased, the unconscious humorist, the
vicar, gave out' as his text, “There
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 17,1901.
shall be no night there.” He was much
Trains Leave College ville.
scandalized when a subdued titter was
F o r P b r k io m e n J u n c t i o n , B r i d g e p o r t
heard at the back of the church.—Lon
jlnd P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.26, 8.12
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 don Answers.

Philadelphia
Reading Railway

it. m.; 6.13 p m.
For Allen to w n —Week days—7:14,10.02
a. m.; 3.19, 6.35, p. in. Sundays—8.30 a.
m.; 7.39 p. m.
Trains For Collegeville.
L eave P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—6.04,
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06
a. m .; 6.21 p. ra.
L eave Br id g e po r t —Week days — 6.41,
9.36 a. m.; 2.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
L eave P ekkiom en J u nction —Week days
—6 58, 9.50 a. m.; 2.40, 6.18, p m. Sun
days—8.04 a. m.; 7.17 p. m.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days —4.25,
б. 50, 9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. in. Sunday - 4.35
a. m .; 4.35 p. m.
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
IN EFFECT JUNE.27, 1902.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
A TLA N TIC CITY. ATLAN TIC CITY.

OCEAN CITY.

*6.00 a. m., Lcl. f5.00 p. m. Ex.
*$7.00 a. in. Exc §5.00 p. in. Lcl.
§7 30 a. m. Ex. {5.40 p. m.
*8.00 a . in. Ex. *7.15 p. m. Ex.
§8.30 a. m. Ex. f8 30 p. m. Ex.
*9.00 a. in. Ex.
CA PE MAY.
§10.00 a.m. Ex.
flO.45 a.m. Ex.
*$7.00 a. m.
§11.00 a.m. Ex.
f8.30 a. m.
fl.00 p. m. Ex.
5[1 30 p m. Ex.
*8.45 a. m.
| 2.00 p. m. Ex.
§9.15 a. m.
f 11.45 a. m.
|3.00 p. m. Ex.
f <13.40 p. m. Ex fal.40 p. m.
fb4..10p m.
f4.00 p. m. Ex.
§5 00 p. m.
f4.30 p. m. Ex.
§4.45 p. m. E x .. f5.30 p. m.

*$7.00 a. m.
*8.45 a. m.
§9.15 a. m.
111.45 a. m.
f2.15 p. hi.
104.20 p. m.
§5.00 p. m.
f5.30 p. m.
SKA IS L E .

*$7.00 a. m.
*8.45 a. in.
f2.15 p. m.
fo4.20 p. m.
§5.00 p. m.
t'5.30 p. m.

“*” Daily, “§■’ Sundays, “f ” Weekdays, “H”
Saturday, “J” via Subway, “ b” South St. 4 00,
*‘o” South St. 4.15, **c’ South St. 5.30, “a”
South S t 1.30, *‘d” South St. 3.30, *$” $i.oo Ex
cursion.

Detailed time table at ticket oilice?; 13tli
and Chestnut St.*., 834 rinstnut St.. 1005
Chestnut St , 609 South 3rd St , 2902 Market
St., and at Stations
Union Transfer Company wI!! call for and
check bapraire fr in hotels and residences.
W. A. GARRETT,
EDS >N J WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’) Pass Ay;erit.

OßT NOW iS THE TIME
To place your orders for eein/ ter work to
insure haviinr it put up this season in good
/ weather, and the

W EST EN D

Marble

ahd

Granite Works

Close Quarters For Wasliington.

At the time, now some years ago,
when subscriptions were being solic
ited for the erection of a statue In New
York city to President Washington,
says a contributor to Short Stories, a
gentleman called to secure a contribu
tion from an old resident, who, al
though wealthy, was a little “near.”
On learning the object of the visit the
rich man exclaimed:
“Washington! Washington! Why,
Washington does not need a statue! I
keep him enshrined in my heart!” ,
In vain were the visitor’s solicita
tions, and he was naturally indignant
at the parsimony of the millionaire.
“Well, Mr. R.,” he remarked quietly
as he rose to leave, “all I can say is
that if the Father of His Country is
In the position in which you describe
him he Is in a tight place!”

¿ i" E N T E R P R IS E

M arble **9Granite W orks.
ROYERSFORD, PA.

(Formerly H. E. Brrndt.)

Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings.
To enumerate all the different classes of work I handle would require too
t much space ; let it be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANYf THING in the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
i- or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and intelligent consideration.
|
PRICES QUOTED ON ANY KIND OF WORK.

¡i+ :
!?+ ■

Carfare to Philadelphia
We bring Philadelphia and its best Clothing Store to yo u r very door

This is How :
You pay excursion railroad or trolley fare. Come to our
store; buy your Clothes, your boy’s, your girl’s, your wife’s.
Same price to everybody. Show your railroad ticket for
fare paid. W e pay you exactly its cost if you buy a certain
amount. How much? Can’t tell—depends upon your carfare.

“Venus’’ In Disgrace

A woman in Summerville who was
the possessor of a solitary but beauti
ful piece of statuary was one evening
giving a party. Shortly before the
guests arrived she looked through the
rooms to see that everything was In
order. Missing the “Venus” from its ac
customed place, “Lee,” she asked of
the old butler, ■
‘‘where’s my piece of
statuary?”
“Miss Weeny, you mean, ma’am?”
answered Lee, looking obstinate.
“Yes, the ‘Venus.’ Where it it?”
"Well, Miss Margrit, ma’am, I jes’
thought as gemmens was espected dls
evenin’ I’d better set Miss Weeny un
der de stabs.”—Lippincott’s Magazine.
Not L e ft O at.

An English paper tells a story of
some children’s theatricals. A party of
children were giving a little drama of
their own, in which courtships and
weddings played a leading part in the
plot. While the play was in progress
one of the grownups went behind the
scenes and found a very small girl sit
ting in the corner.
“Why are you left out?” he asked.
“A.ren’t you playing too?”
“Ob, I’s not left out,” came the reply.
“I*s the baby waiting to be homed.”

B. H. BR EIH O F, Proprietor.

W an am ak er &

B row n
O ak m u

Outfitters to
Men, Women, Boys and Qirls

Sixth and M arket Sts.,
Philadelphia

T H E S T A L L IO N -K IN G

of

P R U S S IA

Will stand for the season on the premises of the undersigned. King of Prussia was
sired by Pouce-de-Lecn, record 2.13, the sire of Percy, 2.13; Preston (3) 2.13V, and 11
others with records below 2.80. Dam, Ruby, by D ictator the sire of Jay Eye See,
2.063^ ; Impetuous, 2.13; Pballas, 2.13V, and sire of dam of Nancy Hanks, 2.04; Gazette,
2.07V;
2.08V , and the sire of Director, 2.17. King of Prussia is a seal
2.07)4 ; Lockheart,
L<
Tdftbbrown stallion, solid color, foaled 1894, weighs 1200 pounds, 16 hands high. In
the choice breeding of stallions to-day but few are found the equal and none the
superior of this stallion. A study of his tabulation shows his sires for three
generations back are all producers and performers, and his first and second
dams are producers. The great brood mares in his breeding are a study for any ad
mirer of the great tro tters and pacers of to-day. Clara, Puss Prall, Bicara, Mary
Mambrino, Elvira, Belle, Ruby, Woodbine, a to tal of eight. His sirePonce-de-Leon2.13,
was a race horse of the first class and is proving himself a sire of the same rank.. He
is now owned by Marcus Daly of Montana, where he holds an honorable place in the
great stud of th a t greatest breeding farm in the world. King of Prussia will be re
corded under all the rules, Vhich -he will be eligible to so o n ; he has a lofty free action
so much sought after and goes on a tro t all the time, his colts have all his good
qualities, his gait, his speed, and best of all his disposition which is as near perfection
as it is possible to be. F or further particulars and terms apply to

JA M E S
Eagleville P. O ., Pa.

A. MORGAN,
S u n n y s id e S t o c k F a r m , L o w e r P r o v id e n c e .

The average yield from the first sowing
is ten tons to the acre. The yield from
the second and third sowings is not
likely to be as heavy, as the crop ma
tures more quickly during the warm
weather. Oats and peas will remain
in condition to be eut for ten to twelve
days. The average cow will consume
sixty to eighty pounds daily until the
food becomes tough. One-third to onehalf acre will furnish sufficient fodder
for ten cows for twelve days.—ia tc h
Station. Mass.____________

ly TFTN T, O ne Week w ill End S uit Sale
L A S T
G

Intensive Tillage May Be Overdone.
The Use of Bordeaux Commended.

The experiments of several years in
the culture of potatoes by the Cornell
(N. Y.) station, co-operating with farm
ers in different parts of the state, were
continued along the same lines ■last
year and have given additional re
sults of practical value. These results
emphasize the importance of maintain
ing a sufficient supply of humus in the
soil to conserve moisture. “On a soil
well supplied with humus the moisture
may be conserved even through a se
vere drought and a fair crop of pota
toes produced.” The great importance
of thorough tillage has been very clear
ly brought out in these experiments,
but it has also been shown that “intensiye tillage alone is not sufficient to
produce a large yield of potatoes. In
tensive tillage may be qverdone. Dur
ing a drought only so much tillage is
necessary as shall keep the surface
mulch loose and thoroughly dry. The
drier the surface layer of soil the more
slowly will moisture be absorbed by it
from the layers of subsurface soil.”
Harrowing potato land before the
plants appear above the ground is con
sidered a wise practice. The use of
bordeaux mixture in nearly every case
resulted in an increased yield, even
when blight was not prevalent, and
thorough spraying with this material Is
therefore recommended as a general
practice. Pruning potato vines to one
main stem was not beneficial.
Potato machinery, while not yet per
fected, has reached such a degree of
perfection that where potatoes are
grown upon any considerable area spe
cial potato machinery should be pro
vided. Implements should be purchased
which are found adapted to the local
conditions.
There is no royal road to success
with potatoes. Methods of procedure
which are applicable during one season
must be modified/to meet the require
ments of another season. Treatment of
one soil might be radically wrong when
applied to another soil.

The results of experiments conduct
ed by different stations show that the
—IS TFIE PLACE FOR—
degree of maturity at which hay is
A c to rs * S u p e r s t i t i o n s .
Fresh From the Factories, now
cut influences very largely the shrink
To rehearse a play on Sunday is a
age during curing. At the Pennsylva
on
Exhibition
at
the
sure sign that that play will not be a
nia station early cut hay lost on an
MONUMENTS,
HEADSTONES, success for the manager ordering the
C O L L E G E V IL L E
average 29 per cent in weight, while
VALUABLE DEVICES.
rehearsal
and
that
salaries
will
be
lost
late cut hay lost only 21.5 per ceiit.
TABLETS,
MARKER3,
by all who so participate on the Lord's
Timothy, cut when just beginning to
h a r a b le L a n d R o lle r a n d C o n v e n ie n t
MARBLE,
----GRANITE. day. ^To twirl a chair at rehearsals Is
head, lost 75 per cent of water in cur
T r u c k o r W h e e lb a r r o w .
just as good as betting on a sure thing We are novr prepared to offer
There is no tool that is so indispensa-' ing; when cut at the beginning of the
Our Engraving Unexcelled.
that a fight will disrupt the friendship
our custom ers goods at prices
All work guaranteed to be firstble in preparing a field for a crop as a blossoming period, 66 per cent, and
class. Send us postal and we will of at least two members and perhaps
never before heard of,
good land roller, and such a one, to when cut a little later, or about the
cause loss to the management for that
call.
gether
with a convenient truck, is de usual time, 57 per cent. The Michigan
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
week.
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the scribed, among other useful devices, in station found a shrinkage of about 60
L attim o re & Fox,
per cent in curing clover. At the New
market, and are well worth inspection.
the Ohio Farmer:
T o u g h F lo u r ,
Pari r Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
York station meadow fescue mixed
Land
rollers
are
especially
valuable
Mrs. Youngbride—I’ve come to com Silk
Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
with a little red clover lost in one lot
in
the
preparation
of
soil
for
wheat
to
plain of that flour you sent me.
be equalled.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Sideboards, from $8.50“ to $30, in Solid conserve moisture and equally valuable 62.68 per cent and in another 58.25 per
Grocer—What was the matter with
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the In spring work, rolling wheat and corn cent during curing. The moisture re
It?
tained in cured fodder varies with dif
Mrs. Youngbride—It was tough. X finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers, stumble, on meadows that are heaved ferent kinds. Atwater states that for
FRANK W. SHALK0P, made a pie with it, and it was as much Lounges,
Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
New England timothy hay retains on
gs my husband could do to cut it.— Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
an average 12 per cent of moisture,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
attention, both in quality and price.
Philadelphia Press.
clover hay 14 per cent and corn fodder
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
25 per cent.

New Designs-Ntw Prices

F n rn itee W areroom sl

and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgaln at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window 8hades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stick is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

.T R A P P E , PA .

. I will have the assistance of Dauiel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.

From Mill to Yard.

19* Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
All our Lumber Is purchased direct from
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2 the manufacturer, and we are able to make
estimates in any sized contract that will
save you money. You can find in our yard
T IV ERY AND
the largest assortment of

BOARDING STABLES

Building Material
in this country, from the coarsest Timber to
fine Finishing Lumber. Shingles, etc;

W . H. GRISTOCK’3 SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

i l l i

At Stroud’s Railroad House,

FARMERS

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

T ak e N o tice !

TEAMS TO HIRE
At all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
qt carriage to any destination desired.
H O R SE C L IP PIN G every weekday.
( 9 * Contracts for
heavy hauling taken..

moving goods and

Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
tar sale at reasonable prices.

THE ONLY GENUINE

C E R E A L IN E

HENRY YOST, JR.
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
D. & A. 'Phone No. 6 M.

W

F E E D

« 5

CAN BE HAD OF
Afcfe éSX

AtA AtA AtA AtA AtA AtA AtA ¿»A ¿»A

W hen in N orristow n, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

A. E. HOOD,
OAKS,

Serviceable For Leveling Soil.

DURABLE LAND ROLLER.

by frost and in the preparation of oats
and corn ground. A good roller will
nearly If not altogether pay for Itself
In one year’s work.
The one shown in the illustration is
very cheaply and easily constructed
and durable because of the plan of
building. A good sound log seven feet
long and about two feet in diameter is
drawn to the sawmill, and after being
squared the miller arranges it on
the carriage in such a manner as to
shape it into an octagonal form. By
the use of an adz it is then very easily
“turned” into a complete cylinder. This
method secures rollers that run very
true and evenly and do much better
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive work than a log from nature’s own
the most careful and painstaking attention
working, apd it will not check and
crack to pieces, but last doubly as long
Jo h n L. B echtel,
as one made from a log. A two foot
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. log will make a roller sixteen to eight
een Inches in diameter, which is plenty
’P honb No. 18.
large enough, as our experience teaches
us that one of this size will do better
work, crushing clods into the ground
Instead of bouncing over the tops and
leaving them UDcrushed, as the large
rollers are wont to do.
This log is then ¿awed into two equal
parts which when built will make an
eight foot roller. The construction is
shown in the illustration plainly, S by
4 stuff being used for the frame. The
iron braces shown on rear of tongue
are quite practical. They may also be
made of wood with good results. The
boxing shown at A is very durable
and is bolted to underside of frame.
The iron axles are made of one and a
quarter inch gas pipe, and ends of
roller are painted well to avoid check
ing. An old mower seat may be at
tached to tongue in center of roller.
The accompanying cut shows a sort
of a cross—a half breed, as it were—be
tween a wheelbarrow and a four

D ealer In the Rest Grades o f

(Opposite Court House).

Lehigh and Schuylkill

3

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific A m e ric a n .
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-,
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a ’
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& Co.36,Broadwair- New York
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-
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jTRA PFE, Pa. I
Oppo
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O uting suits others ask $6.50 for;
we sell regularly at $5.00 - - - - -

Practis
IEVANSBTJRG,
a. m.; 7 to 9 p
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W ere $ 2-00 ; now $ 1>28
W ere $3.50; now $1.98

B. HORI

Practis

fciVANSBUKG,
Office

P E N N S Y L V A N I A F A R M E R S *°ThZ*:t W O R L D ’S P A C E , i Practis
The very best
f a r m e r s in t h e
United States, or
to be found any
where in all the
civilized world, are
t h e Pennsylvania
farmers. The best
thresher for indi
vidual farm use is
the Pennsylvania’
in the illustration.
This little machine'
is now in use in
Europe, Asia and
Africa; M e x i c o ,
South America and
Australia. It does
honor to the peo
ple for whom it
was n a m e d , and
there is nothing in
the line of a farm machine that surpasses it in popu
larity. It is strong, durable, very light running,
threshes perfectly clean, cleans the grain ready for
market, apd will thresh everything that grows—from
timothy seed to sorghum. The horse power shown in
the illustration is one of four styles we are offering
our customers.
We are now making powers with
ROLLER BEARING S, and these give us an advant
age over all our competitors. Fully 20 per cent, in

■ Office Hours :
Boll ’Phone, 8-x.

H. HAS

K.
iH o m e o p

iO L L E G E V IL :
i a. m., from 6 t
Iven to ear, nose

OHN T. f

Attor

econd Floor She
and Airy
-JAll legal basini
jess and aocurac;
Iherman.
I Can be seen evi

gD W A R D

Attor

ind N otary Pul
I Specialty. Pra
I O ffice : Corn
1pp. Court House
m arshall A Sti
fo W N .P A . i

power is gained. This means that more work can be
done in a given time or the power can be set at lower
elevation than any other and do the same work.
Heebner Horse Powers and Heebner Threshers not h E O . W. 1
ODly do the best work, and more work than other
make, but are stronger and more lasting. Heebner
Attor
machines when offered at public sale bring higher
¡415 SW EDE S
prices than those of other make.
Rambo Horn

A t Residence, (

Lansdale, Ra., U. S. A.

H E E B N E R 8 t SONS,

f a ARVEY

Attor

The
Roberts
M achine

I 321 SW EDE g
At Residence, Rc
Prompt attenti*
practices in Stai
500,000 Bankruptcy.

The Norristown Im t CMpty

It has a capital of .............................................. ..................... ........................ . . . . $
It has surplus and undivided profits over....... .......................................................... 150,000
It has deposits and trusts over........................................-.. ..................... .............. 2,000,000
O S E F H S.
Assets in the Banking Department more than ....................................................
1,750,000
In addition it holds for various clients titles to real estate in Montgomery count;
Attor
at o ver............ , , . . . ........... ....................... ........... ...... . ..,-rr;• ■ . . . . . . 5C0,09ff
It has under its control in its various departments assets upwards of THREE
I iis t o r ic a L
MILLIONS OF DOLLAhS.
PE N N STS
IT HAS OVER FIVE THOUSAND DEPOSITORS.
§D7-8
Stephen G1
It can serve you in any capacity.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
Philadelphia

V

Main and DeKalb Sts., N orristow n, Pa.

Com pany

D DW IN S.

A V e r y Im portant M atter

Attor
M SW EDE STi

For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING

public

Keys

Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business.

EV ERY EFFORT

Establish ed - - 1875.

Choice Bread

from which beetles have escaped.]

EV ER Y ORDER
Large / or small, will be
fully appreciated and must
be filled to the entire
satisfaction of the cus
tomer.

erally it is advisable to make three
sowings, the first as early as possible
in the spring, April 20 to 25, and the
second and third fifteen to thirty days
Agricultural Notes.
later. One and one-half bushels each
In seeding sour (acid) iqnd to timothy T H E ROBERTS M A C H IN E
of the oats and*peas is the usual quan
tity to the acre. They may both be lime should be thoroughly worked into
sown broadcast at the same time after the soil before the seed Is sown.
COM PANY,
the land is plowed and thoroughly har ' Muskmelon blight has become trou
rowed in with a wheel harrojv. Some blesome in some localities.
For late strawberry crops a northern
sow the peas first, covering with a
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
wheel harrow, then sow the oats and exposure, clay soil and late varieties 5-2.
cover with an Acme or similar harrow. are recommended by the New Jersey
This method, however, is hardly neces station.
sary. The first sowing will be ready
In cultivating onions care should be
ET YOUK Fosters Printed at
about June 25, and cutting should be taken not to work the soil to the bulbs
the Independent Office.
gin- as soon as the oats shot? the bead* pr to hill them.
—-
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Justice

COLLEGE V IL j
?e&ds, &c., exei
j&k-en. Gonveya
lees generally a
Let us assist you in preparing this im ¡ales a specialty.

li

OHN 8. H

Then we keep it for you without charge.

A H N STATI
franerai Businesi
Jca/iod o. Char

I

fr *

C a k e s
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on band. lee Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

Justice
I Conveyancer a

’•Legal Papers,
and Safe D eposit Co., BJluims
collected

charges.

Main and Swede Sts.,

6-26.

JOHN H. CUSTER,

N o rristow n

<»H\ if.
II
, P a.;

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

H

ighest Price Paid

W m . G. H A R T H ’S

PA.

F or United States Copper Cents
and Half Cents. 20 page price list of U.S.
Coin, 10 cents.
R. K. IDLER, Agt.,
3-20-3m.
265 S. 11th S t., Phil’a, Pa.
C H I C H E S T E R 'S E N G L IS H

EN N Y R O Y A L P IL LS

P

O r ig in a l a n d O n ly G e n u in e .
S A F E . Always reliable. L ad le*. “ 1 Druggist
for C H I C H E S T E R ’S E N G L I S H
in R E D end G old metallic boxes, sealed:
I with bine ribbon. T a k e n o o th e r . R e fu s e j
I D a n g e r o u s S u b s titu tio n s a n d I m ita 
tio n s . Buy oi your Druggist, or send 4 c . in
stamps for P a r t ic u la r s , T e s tim o n ia ls
and '“R e l i e f fo r L a d le s ,” i n letter, by re
t u r n M a il. 1 0 , 0 0 0 Testimonials. Sold by ~
all Druggists.
O h le h e s te r C h em ica l O fo •
Mention this paper.
M a d iso n S q u a r e , P H I L A ., r l *

CAKES
Baked by the Proprietor'
h'mself,

» . w e

T he A lbertson T rust

IN VARIETY.

BAKERY

la, natural size; b, enlarged; c. beans

m.

ii.

AND

Furnished and Repaired.
G et our prices before mak
C O L L E G E V IL L E ,
ing your selections.
AH kinds of ma F IR S T -C L A S S
BREAD
chinery repaired.

<

H 5.

Justice

Weevil In Bean«..

THE BEAN WEEVIL.

Attor

M29 DeKALB S'!

portant document. I t may save lots of
trouble and expense. .

SPECIAL ATTENTIO N
Given to orders for all
kinds of plumbing and
pipe fitting. Promptness,
first - class material and
workmanship guaranteed.

r^ R R B E R '

W ills.

T H E OLD ST A N D

W ill be put forth to give
our patrons the best possi
ble service on a SM ALL
M A R G IN of P R O F IT .

The bean weevil does considerable
injury in many sections of the country.
It does not seem to be generally known
that these pests *will develop brood
after brood in stored be&ns, so that
while only a few beans may be affected
When the crop is stored away in the

fall by the next summer, especially if
the beans are' kept in a warm room
they may practically all be injured. To
prevent this the best method seems to
be the inclosing of the beans in a tight
vessel in which a little bisulphide of
carbon, benzine or gasoline is placed
taking care, of course, to prevent explo
sion through contact with fire. Siinply
keeping the beaus in a cold place dur
ing the winter will tend to lessen the
multiplication of the pests. Late sow
ing also appears to lessen the chances
of injury to the crop.

Come and inspect.

Have been G R EA TL Y We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,
RED U CED in all machine
F. J. CLAMER.
work and supplies, and EMIL K LAUSFELDER, Manager.
that

A P O L E DRAG.

a foot apart by means of short pieces
of chain. For a seat bolt a piece
of board to the middle of the first
pole and allow it to extend slightly
beyond the last one. On this fasten
an old mowing machine seat. This ar
rangement will hold the seat in place
and allow the poles to work independ
ently. The seat can be easily removed, making it much easier to store
the drag when not in use. The drag
may be drawn by a short chain attach
ed tp the center of the first pole or the
doubletree may be connected with
chains from each end of the first pole,
says an American Agriculturist .writer.

Attori

E nd Notary Pub!
irrg, 1420 C
I Üjong Distance
Ik Iso member of 1

Olamer’s C ollegeville G rist M ills,

TH AT PRICES

L ight-R unning H ighGrade

Over 5000 Square Feet moae room than
formerly.

W . ROY

Z. AMI

CONVENIENT TRUCK.

IM
erHilsi HarafactmiCo.
930 MARKET STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

W F /R fi

v o liti»

M . Y. WEI

W E ITZ EN KORNS, - - - Pottstown, Pa.

The Increasing Demand for Our wheeled cart. Similar trucks are often

A larger store and more central
location, where we shall be glad
to welcome you.

B U Y

* H o m eo p

W IN D M ILLS

half a century,) we have re
O a ts a n d P e a s.
moved to our N E W SPACIOUS
Oats and Canada field peas make the
best green crop to follow clover. Gen
5-STORY B U ILD IN G

Great Slaughter In Prices ¡--For
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, 8table Brooms, Combs, Brashes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

A

PU M PS AND

930 MARKET STREET
T rade M a r ks
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s & c .

E

22ju.

Sewing 1Machines

5 0 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

R

Suits otherä ask $8.50 for; we
sell regularly at $7.50 - - - - -

Undertaker * Embalmer

employed in storehouses and about de
pots for moving heavy articles of bulk.
I 5 T " First-class Accommodations for Uan
It is useful on the farm, and if the rims
of the wheels are wide, as they ought
and Beast.
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
to be, so that they will not cut lata
the ground, It is a great labor saving
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ
device in garden work. Loads of corn
Both English and German spoken.
ERS, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.
Both for Family and Manufac stalks, branches from pruning and
such like may be conveyed on it with
turing purposes, has made more dispatch, the rods at the front keeping
-----oOo----room an absolute necessity ; not the load off the wheels, but permitting
P. K. G able, Proprietor.
and baskets of fruit to be set in
being able to secure suitable boxes
between them. Side boards as well as
quarters on Chestnut Street, the front one can be easily provided if
,
(where we have been for nearly needed.

- G O A L -

T O

Under its new management done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat ¡1 English and G-c
would announce to the Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, ^ JA Y N E R

PA.

R À M B 0 H OU SE,
---- 0O0----

For many uses I have found a pole
drag a very serviceable implementbetter than a roller, because it will
level and pulverize without packing
the soil. The one I use Is shown in
the accompanying illustration. It If
made of three hardwood poles 6 inch
es in diameter and 7V4 feat long.
The poles are fastened together about

■ FURNISHING 0

* 3 REMOVAL
^ NOTICE

C H A IT C E

W e’ve gone to work and added a whole lot of fresh styles of Men’s and Young Men’s
Suits. Never dreamt we had to do such a thing, but you boosted business up to such a
pitch that new lots had to be added, even if they had to be taken from our $12.00 SU IT
table. W e ’re going to wind up this sale with better values and bigger business than
from the start. W e’ll tell you again, we carry no summer goods if prices have any selling
power. Come, look into our windows !

702 * 704 W. Marshall St.

Undertaker ^ Embalmer

VS?

POTATO CULTURE.

Time of Cutting Bun.

a*®- Furniture

NO CAR FA R E W IL L BE P A ID D U R IN G T H IS SALE.

purveyor

I All kinds of leg
of sales a si
IP. O. Address ;
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(Successor
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B b'i rvt-class Wc
i&ïiàii uistered.

R. F . 1

We promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

Who has had years of experience in bak
eries of first grade. All kinds of plain and
fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
orders.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
*
Every effort will be made to please
customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

PATENTS

CUR. MAIN

NO]

r Send model, sketch or photo of invention for f Kcorns 303 and SC
[ free report on patentability. For free book, t ILoystone Telcph
? Howto Secure1
: Patents and
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Dead Animals Removed

<s£

&

Opposite Ü, S. Patent Office <
WASHINGTON D. C.

II KR VI.ll BOOK
FREE o f O
ZEK
-A
-IR
G
-E. XTORRISTOWBi
BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
I will remove dead animals, such as

horses, cows, hogs, etc., on short notice, and
by the most improved methods.

A. J. W IL SO N ,
MONT CLARE, PA.

Keystone ’Phone, No. 123.

3-20 3m.

Slater

B u d dealer in
liune, etc. Est
meted a t lowesl

'«»WARD

Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank V j
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and'
Par
repairing done quickly
ikiy at
and cheaply. Esti
■OLLEGEVIL
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,

